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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
BEFORE THE FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION
OFFICE OF ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUGES

In the Matter of

TELEBRADS CORP.,
TV SAVINGS, LLC, and

Docket No. 9313

AJIT KHUBAN
Respondents
ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO COMPEL
On December 11

2003 , Respondents Telebrands Corporation , TV Savings , LLC, and

Ajit Khuban filed a motion to compel complaint counsel to produce for inspection and copying
documents related to consumer perception data in Complaint Counsel' s declaration, as described
as items 15a through 15e of Complaint Counsel' s Supplemental Privilege Log. Respondents also

filed a memorandum in support. In consideration of the motion and the response fied by
complaint counsel

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the motion to compel is GRATED. Complaint

counsel shall produce for inspection and copying within ten days the items 15a through 15e of
Complaint Counsel' s

Supplemental Privilege Log, with the exception of drafts and e-mails or

faxes not containing factual information.

ORDERED:

Stephen J. McGuire
Chief Administrative Law Judge
December -' 2003

UNITED STATES OF AMRICA
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In the Matter of

TELEBRADS CORP.
a corporation
TV SAVINGS, LLC,
A limited liabilty company, and

Docket No. 9313

AJIT KHUBANI,
Individually and as president of
Telebrands Corp. and sole member
of TV Savings, LLC.

MEMORADUM IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENTS' MOTION TO COMPEL
THE PRODUCTION OF CONSUMER SURVEY INFORMTION
Respondents Telebrands Corporation , TV Savings , LLC and Ajit Khubani move for an

Order compellng Complaint Counsel to produce questionnaires ,
information related to a

data, and

other factual

consumer survey conducted by Complaint Counsel' s non- testifyng

marketing expert in connection with this proceeding.

As Complaint Counsel stated at the pre-hearing conference the main issue in this case is

whether consumers got it ,

whether consumers thought, when

they saw the Ab Force

commercials , that they were being promised the same benefits " claimed by other advertisers of

similar devices. Complaint Counsel further asserted that " we can prove that consumers got it..
(Exhibit A , Prehearing Conference Transcript Selection , p. 15 , 1l. 16

- 25).

In mounting their defense to the charges of false and misleading advertising, Respondents

have requested the so-called

evidence that " consumers

got it."

Specifically, Respondents

requested the production of consumer surey data or other evidence of consumers ' perception of
Respondents '

advertising. Despite admitting

that it had such evidence in their possession

Complaint Counsel flatly refused the request,

objecting that the

consumer surey data is

protected from disclosure by the attorney work product and/or that the request is prematue.
In re Kraft, Inc.

Complaint Counsel are incorrect. As Judge Parker held in

on Respondents '
July 10 ,

Order Ruling

Motion for Documents in the Possession of Complaint Counsel , (Docket 9208

1987), consumer surey evidence of the type withheld by Complaint Counsel must be

produced because it goes to the central issue of the case and otherwise cannot be obtained by
those in Respondents ' position. Moreover,

produced upon request ,

regardless of

Judge Parker held that such evidence should

whether it was prepared by a consulting

be

expert , and

regardless of whether it would be introduced at the hearng. For the reasons discussed by Judge
Parker and echoed by federal courts , Complaint Counsel should be compelled to immediately

produce the consumer surey

evidence

it now has in its possession.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Respondents have been charged with false advertising in violation of the FTC Act in
connection with the marketing and sale of an electronic muscle stimulation (or "EMS") device
called the Ab Force.

This case is unusual because Complaint Counsel admit that none of the allegedly false
claims at issue are found in Respondents ' advertising. Instead , Complaint Counsel advance the
theory that the Ab Force infomercial had the effect of "reminding viewers " of other EMS devices

and therefore " consumers thought ,

when they saw the Ab Force commercials ,

being promised the same benefits " claimed in

advertisements for other

that they were

EMS devices

(specifically, three EMS devices selected by Complaint Counsel out of dozens of commercially

available EMS devices similarly advertised). (Exh. A ,

p. 15

, ll. 3 - 18).

Consequent! y,

Complaint Counsel indicated at the pre-hearng conference that they would produce evidence of
consumers ' impressions " ofthe Ab Force advertising. (Exh. A , p. 15 , 1l. 16

On October 23 , 2003 , Respondents propounded their first set of

- 25).

written discovery to

Complaint Counsel. In the interrogatories , Respondents asked Complaint Counsel to
(iJdentify every evaluation , surey, or study

to assess

conducted by you or on your behalf

consumer reaction to or consumer perception , comprehension

understanding, " take-away, " or recall of statements or representations made in the

Ab Force advertisements or in any EMS device advertisement.

(Exhibit B ,

Complaint Counel' s Response to Respondents ' First Set of Interrogatories

Interrogatory No. 20 (renumbered from "Interrogatory No. 7" as propounded)).

Complaint Counsel objected on the grounds that the request sought information relating
to non-

testifyg expert witnesses and was protected by the attorney work product doctre.

Complaint Counsel also

objected that the

Interrogatory prematuely sought information
(Id.

involving expert witnesses in advance ofthe timing set forth in the Scheduling Order.

At the same time they served the interrogatories , Respondents also served requests for the

production of documents. Among other things , Respondents requested
All documents supporting or relating to every evaluation , surey, or study

conducted by you or on your behalf to assess consumer reaction to or consumer
perception , comprehension , understanding, " take-away, " or recall of statements or
representations made in any EMS device advertisement.
(Exhibit C , Complaint Counsel' s

Response to Respondents '

First Set of Document Requests

Request No. 8). Complaint Counsel again objected , citing the work product doctrine and the

untimeliness of the request for expert information.

The parties thereafter held a meeting durng which counsel

for Respondents asked

whether Complaint Counsel were withholding any information responsive to the requests at
issue. Complaint Counsel admitted

that there were materials related to consumer perceptions

that had been withheld because a non-testifying consulting expert had prepared them. Because
as " other

these materials had been vaguely described
experts "

in Complaint Counsel' s

material received from non- testifying

privilege log, counsel for Respondents asked Complaint

Counsel to provide a more detailed description.

Respondents also asked Complaint Counsel to reconsider their objection in light of the
discovery Order issued in

In re Kraft, supra.

Kraft

Counsel for Respondents explained that the

Order-which Complaint Counsel had cited in and attached to their objections (Exh. B ,

p. 2;

Exh. C , p. I )-ontemplated facts similar if not identical to those in this case , and explicitly
compelled the production of consumer surey evidence prepared by a non- testifying expert and
before the timing for expert disclosures.
Counsel for Respondents memorialized the discussion and outlined the issues in a

December I , 2003 letter to Complaint Counsel. (Exhibit D ,

Letter). In response ,

Counsel stated that they were not going to produce the "consumer evidence "
characterized as " pre-test

data"

prepared by a non- testifying

Complaint

which counsel

expert. Complaint Counsel also

indicated that , absent unforseen circumstances , the expert would remain a non- testifying expert

and the consumer survey data would not be introduced at hearing. However, on December 4
2003 , Complaint Counsel did produce a supplemental privilege log describing the "pre- test data

and " consumer evidence"
Privilege Log). I

I At present

in its possession.

(Exhibit E ,

Complaint Counsel's Supplemental

This motion followed.

, it appears that other issues raised at the November 20, 2003 conference have been
resolved between the paries. However, Respondents note that only in the last day has it received
the documents copied and produced by Complaint Counsel. Consequently, Respondents have
not had the opportunity to determine if Complaint Counsel has fully responded to Respondents
written discovery.

ARGUMENT

Rule 3.31 (b)(4)(ii) of the Federal Trade Commission
discovery of facts known and opinions

held by non- testifying

s Rules of Practice controls

experts who are retained in

anticipation of litigation:

A party may discover facts known or opinions held by an expert who has been retained or
specially employed by another pary in anticipation of litigation or preparation for
hearng and who is not expected to be called as a witness at hearng, only upon a showing

of exceptional circumstances under which it is impracticable

for the party seeking the

discovery to obtain facts or opinions on the same subject by other means.
(Id.

Respondents ' request for information is narow and limited only to factual informationnot opinions-and meets

the standard set forth by the Rule for the production

of such

information.

As indicated
requests as limited to

in their

factual

letter to Complaint

Counsel , Respondents have clarified their

information related to the

consumer perception evidence in

Complaint Counel's possession. Ofthe twelve categories of documents described by Complaint

Counsel in their supplemental privilege log, Respondents request is narrowly tailored and seeks
disclosure ofthe following documents only:
15a - Screenig

questionnaire for copy test (excluding drafts of questionnaire);

15b - Questionnaire

15c - Completed

15d -

for copy test (excluding drafts thereof);

questionnaires from copy test;

Tabulations of data (excluding e-mails regarding the copy test to the extent
they do not include factual data);

15e - Tapes for use in copy data.

(Exh. E)? Respondents do not seek any analyses , opinion, notes , anotations or other documents
that do not contain factual information describing final test methodology or procedure , raw data

or surey results.
Kraft

The

decision cited by Complaint

Counsel in their objections involved

circumstances remarkably similar to those at issue. In that Order, Judge Parker recognized the

distinction between analyses , opinion and thought processes of non- testifying experts , on the one

hand , and consumer survey data , on the other, in the context of the work product doctrine.
In

Kraft,

counsel to

Judge Parker considered a request that he issue a subpoena requiring complaint

tu over certain documents, among which were "documents relating to consumer
In re Kraft,

perceptions conveyed by advertisements which are referred to in the complaint."

Order Ruling on Respondents ' Motion for Documents in the Possession of Complaint Counsel
(Docket 9208 ,

July 10 ,

1987)(attached hereto as Exhibit F).

Judge Parker sumarily rejected

part of the request , stating that

(oJther documents which Kraft seeks-interview reports , wrtten analyses

of evidence

memoranda recommending action, communications between the Commission and the
product or relate to the deliberative process

Attorney General of Californa-are work

and are generally immune from disclosure.
Id. p. 2 (citations omitted). However, with regard to

factual

consumer perception data-the

same type of data at issue in this motion-he expressed a different view:
Whle withholding the work product and internal memoranda which Kraft seeks wil
prejudice its ability to prepare its defense , one category of documents

not

causes me

concern-those relating to copy test research performed at the direction of complaint
counsel in anticipation of litigation. Those documents are work product but they contain
significant evidence relating to the issues raised in the complaint.
2 Complaint Counsel's supplemental privilege log indicates that these categories of documents

have been withheld on the basis of "non testifyng-expert; work product doctrne privilege.
Although Complaint Counsel invoked the deliberative process privilege in its initial objections to
the discovery at issue , they have not asserted that privilege with regard to the documents
presently sought by Respondents.

Id.

Judge Parker explained that Respondents were unable to obtain the same information without

disclosure , and that such inability met the standard contemplated by the Rule:

Kraft can develop and offer its own evidence of consumer perceptions , but it canot
exactly duplicate complaint counsel's research. Therefore , since Kraft has a need for the

sureys conducted

by or for complaint counsel , and since the precise information

contained in the surveys cannot be obtained through any other means , I will approve
them over to counsel for Kraft.
subpoena directing complaint counsel to

tu

Id.

a

(citations omitted).

Moreover ,

Judge Parker

stated that the information was immediately discoverable

regardless of whether the evidence was going to be offered at hearing or not:

If complaint counsel intend to offer the sureys in evidence they should be revealed now
so that Kraft' s attorneys can begin analyzing them. If they are not offered in evidence
they may lend some support to Kraft' s claim that its advertisements do not imply what
the Commission believes they do.
Id.

(emphasis added).
Respondents face the same hardship as respondents in

Kraft.

Complaint Counsel's case

wil rise or fall on surveys of consumer perceptions , and the consumer perception data in the
possession of Complaint Counsel goes to the heart of the central issue in this case. Complaint

Counsel has indicated that it wil not seek to introduce the consumer surey data at a hearig in

obtained from
factual data
,
opinion
and
evaluation
of the factual
,
and
protected
analyses
third paries by a consulting expert
See, e. g., Milwaukee Concrete Studios, Ltd. v. Greeley Ornamental
data by that same expert.
Concrete 140 F. R.D. 373 (E.D. Wis. 1991)(Finding that the consumer surey data fell outside
the scope of the work product doctrine: "The materials sought by Greeley Ornamental Concrete
Products are predominantly factual in nature--and their production poses little , if any, risk of
v. Fleming,
Southern Scrap Material Co.
revealing Milwaukee Concrete Studios ' trial strategy");
Insofar
as
documents
sought
recount
factual
information
2003
E.
La)("
Slip Copy (June 18
relevant to the claims against Southern Scrap in the underlying litigation, whether it is simply
unanotated raw data , test results , maps indicating where samples were taken from , or a graphic
display of test sample results , these factual matters are fully discoverable. This type of
underlying factual information does not fall within the work-product doctrne. )(attached hereto
as Exhibit G). .
3 Federal Courts have had no difficulty in separating out discoverable

this case. This position obviously raises the question whether the consumer surey evidence

supported or weakened the Commission s belief as to consumers ' perceptions. If the consumer

surey data supports Respondents ' case , then, as Judge Parker reasoned , that factual information
is discoverable because it "

may lend some support

to (Respondents ) claim

advertisements do not imply what the Commission believes they do.

canot obtain

that

Because Respondents

/d.

information absent disclosure by Complaint

that its

Counsel , the special

circumstances called for by Rule 3. 31 (b)(4)(ii) exist and the information should be disclosed.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons , Respondents respectfully request that an Order be issued

directing Complaint Counsel to produce all surveys or consumer perception information
identified in Complaint Counsel' s supplemental privilege log, relatig to consumer perceptions

or impressions received from or conveyed

by any of the advertisements described in the

complaint.

Dated: December 11 ,

2003

E jard F. Glyn
odore W. Atkinson
VENABLE LLP
575 i Street , N.

Washigton, DC 20004- 1601
(202) 344- 8000

Attorneys for Respondents
Telebrands Corp. , TV Savings , LLC
and Ajit Khubani

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on December 11 2003 , pursuat to Federal Trade Commission Rules
of Practice 4. 2(c) and 4.4(b), I caused the foregoing Respondents ' Preliminary Witness List to be
filed and served as follows:
(1)

an original and one (1) paper copy filed by hand delivery and an electronic copy
in Microsoft Word format filed bye-mail to:

Donald S. Clark , Secretary
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvana Avenue , N. W.
Rm. H- 159

Washington , D. C. 20580
E-mail: secretary ftc. gov
(2)

one (1) paper copy served by hand delivery to:

The Honorable Stephen J. McGuire
Chief Administrative Law Judge
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
Rm. H- 112

Washington , D. C. 20580
(3)

one (I) paper copy by first- class mail and electronically bye-mail to:

Constance M. Vecello , Esq.

Senior Counsel
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.

NJ- 2115
Washington , D. C. 20580
cvecellio ftc. gov
(4)

Jam Reilly Dolan

Assistat Direcr
Federal Trade Cossion
601 . New Jersey Avenue, NW

Washigtn, OC 20001

and one (1) electronic copy each bye-mail to:
Walter Gross
600 Pennsylvania A venue , N. W.

NJ- 2127
Washington , D. C. 20580
wgross ftc. gov

Amy Lloyd
600 Pennsylvania Avenue , N.

NJ- 2260
Washington , D. C. 20580
allovd(qftc. gov

I fuher certify that the electronic copy sent to the Secretary of the Commission is
a tre and correct copy of the paper origial ,

signatue is being filed with the Secretar of
means.

and that a paper copy with an original
the Co . ssi the same day by other
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(IJ

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION

(5) Proceeding

Number 9313, and this prehearig conference
(6) is being held pursuant to Part 3121 of the FfC Practice

(5) a corporation

(6) TV SAVINGS , LLC

any, and) Doket No. 9313

(8) AJIT KHUBANI
(9) Indivually and as president of

(1 oJ Telebrands Corp. an sole membr
(12)
(13)

(14)

TUESDAY

(1SJ

NOVEMBER 4 , 2003

(16)

(18)
(19)

Room 532
Fedral Trade Commission

6th Street & Pennsylvania Ave.

(2)
(21)

(8) Let me say hi to everyone ths mornig. Before
(9) we get

strted, I

(10) tie enter

th it's proper tht counel at this

their own appearances, and for the record

ll start fist with the counel for the government.
(12) MS. VECELLIO: Good mornig, Your Honor. I'm
(13J Conne Vecello. I'm counel supportg the complaint.
(14) MR. GROSS: Good mornig, Your Honor. Walter
(15) Gross, counel supportg the complaint.
(16) JUDGE: Mr. Gross.
(17) MS. LLOYD: Good mornig, Your Honor. I'mAmy
(18J Lloyd, counel supportg the complaint.
(19) JUDGE: Good

morng. Now counel I thin for

(20) respondent.

Washington , D. C. 20580

(2)
(2)

(7 Rules.

(11J we

(11) of TV Savings , LLC.

(17)

now in order in the case in re:Telebrands

(4J Corporation , TV Savigs , LLC, and Ajit Khubani

(4) TELEBRANDS CORP..

(7 a limited liailit co

PROCEEDINGS

(2) ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE MCGUIRE:Ths hearig

(3) is

(3) In the Matter of:

Page 4

The abve-entitled mater

ca on for

(24) prehearng conference , pursuan to notice, at 10:05
(25) a. m., before THE HONORALE STPHEN J. MCGUIRE.

For The Record, Inc. -- (301)870- 8025

morng, Your Honor. I'm
(2) Edward Glyn, counsel for respondents in this matter.
(21) MR. GLYNN: Good

(2) JUDGE: Good morng.
, (24) MR. ATKINSON: Good morng,
(25) Theodore Atkinson ,

Mi- Scrpf(

Your Honor.
counel for the respondents in
(3) Page 1 - Page 4

1"1W(i CONFERNCE

TERAS CORP., ET 1\

November 4, 2003

MAnE NO. D09313

Page 13

wi that

to any of the additional inormtion
order
if
you
want to jus tye up or
12
me the
(1) chnges

Er

(3 inormtion tht should be fied in for respondent
(4) and complat s counsel contact inormtion , then I can
(5) put tht in.
(6) MR. GLYNN:

Right.

(7 JUDGE: Okay. Are we dea on that?

(8) If there are no other items to tae
19 alo

up,

I wi

encourge both sides if they want to mae a short

(10) sttement

on their case that they would be free to do

(11) so.

(12) We ll
(13)

sta fist with the

statement

about the Ab

(16) Respondents

(9) to

adverted the Ab

imges reinorced the impression

the Ab Force was jus

a lower priced version of

belts, and in 2002 , the Commsion sued al three
the maeters of those belts for falsely promiing

(12) those

Your Honor. This case

Force, an electonic

experience abdomial contrctons.

(10) Al of these

(13) of

(17) and prit and on the Internet

(14) that

abdomil belt.

Force on televiion ,

strtg in December

those belts would produce sli wais lies and rock
abs without exercise.
(16) The respondents, however, apparently believed
(17) they could avoid Commsion action by not explicitly
(18) repeatig the verbal claim in the inomercials to which
(19) they refer, and the main issue in this case is whether
(20) consumers got it, whether consumers thought, when they
(21) saw the Ab Force commercials, that they were being
(2 promied the same benefits as were being touted in the
wastes,
(2) inomercials they were seeing day, the
(24) well defed abs and sli bodies in the Ab Force ads.
(25) Quite simply we can prove that consumers got it
(15) hard

radio

(18) 2001.

(19) At the sae time , other more expensive ab belts
(2 were saturtig the airves with progrm lengt
(21) commercials ,

or otherwse known as inomercials for
(2 their product.
(2) As an early radio ad for the Ab Force said in
2001: " Have you seen those fantastic

(24) December
(25) electonic

used the same powerf teChnology as those
(2 exensive ab belts, but it was cheaper.
(3) The Ab Force ad did everyg they could to
(4) remid viewers of the inomercials for those expensive
(5) ab belts. The ads are very simr in appearace to the
(6) AbTronic, Ab Energer and FastAbs commercia. Like
(7 them, they used imges of well muscled, bare chested men
(8) and lean , shapely women wearig ab belts and appearg

(11) that

frm

complat counel.

(14) MS. VECELLIO: Thank you ,
(15) is

Page 15

(1) Ab Force

ab belt inomercia on T. V.? They

tr

Page 14

(1) aming,

promiing to get our abs into great shape fast

(2 without exercie. But they re expensive, some sellg
(3 for $120 each. But what if you could get a high quality
(4) electnic ab belt for just $1O? Ab Force is just as

(5 powerfl and effective as those expensive ab belts on TV
(6) designed to send jus the right amount of electnic
(7 stultion to your abdomil area. Get the amazig Ab
19 Force belt, the latest fitness

(9 Respondents
(10) in

Janua 2002

(11) at its

for the Ab Force
called fitness cre was
remided viewers of the

while th

for other ab

so

belts sayig: " I'm sure

(13) you've seen those fantastc
(14) inomercials on T.
(15) Force

$10."

intrduced TV ads

peak. Again the ad

(12) inomercils

cre, for jus

electonic ab belt

. and the ad stessed that the Ab

used the same powerf technology as those other

(16) ab belts.

(17) The ads were correct in sayig, I'm sure you
(18) seen those

other electonic belt inomercials onT.
for three other product, the Ab Energer

(19) Inomericals

(2) the AbTronic and Fast Abs, were satutig the
(21) showig

daily on

televsion at the same tie as

aives
the Ab

These product, as the early Ab Force radio ads

were promiing to get your abs into great shape
(2 fast, without exercie, and as the Ab Force ad said, the
(24) said,

Page 13 - Page 16 (6)

also prove that this product does not cause
inches,
loss of weight or well defied abs.
(2) loss of

(3) Respondents contend they were offerig their

puroses, for relaxg
of
the
abdomil
muscles.
They do not appear to
(5) massage
(4) product for completely diferent

(6) contend that the Ab Force causes loss of weight, loss of

(7 inches or well defied abs. The only real issue in ths
(8) case is whether consumers got those claim frm the ads.
And as an aside, I hope thtrespondents
(10) agree to simpli the issues in
case and save
(II) everyone tie and efort by admttg that their product
(12) does not cause loss of weight , loss of inches or produce
(13) well defed abs. That is somethg that s under
(14) discussion with us now.
(15) In sum
case is about the effect the ads
(16) forthe Ab Force had on the consumers who saw them and
(17) who spent $19 millon of their hard earned money on them
(18) in the hope of losing weight and inches so they could
(191 look more lie the fit,
models in the ads and tae
so-clled
fitness
craze that was
(2) advantage of the

(9

th

th

tr

(21) sweeping the countr.

(2) JUDGE: Al right. Thank you, Ms. Vecello.

(2 Force ads.

(2

Page 16

(1) and we can

(23) Mr. Glyn, would you lie to make a sttement on behalf
(24) of

the respondent?

(25) MR. GLYNN: Jus briefly, Your

Mi- Scrpt$

Honor. The

For The Record, Inc. -- (301)870- 8025

II

'u
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Page 19

Page 17

th case is found in pagrph 19 of the

CERTI FICATIO NO FREPO RTER

(1)

cla

(2 complaint. Pagrph 19 lays out some
that
(3 complaint counel says we made:The Ab Force causes
(4) loss of weight, inches, or fat, well defied abdomil
(5) muscles, et cetera.
(6) You wi search in va in respondent
(7 advenisin to fid that. Telebrands, the pricipal
(8) respondent, has been in business about 20 yeas. It
(9 got a well defied product niche, if you wi. They
(10J essentilly tae a look at products tht are out there
(11J in the market and say, We can bring you the same thing
(12) bUt at a lot less money, and that s exactly what they
(13J did in this case.
(14J The essence of this is not clim for the Ab
(15) Force for parculr results, but that Telebrads
(16) sell you the same technology that you've seen elsewhere
(17) but for $10 a piece instead of $120 or $79 or whatever

(21J for

(18) those

(2 formt.

other things are.

DOCKE/FILE NUMBER: 9313
(3CAETI:TERAS,
(4)

NOVEER 4, 2003

(6)

(7 I HEREY CERTI tht the trcrpt contaed
(8) herein is a fu and accurte trcrpt of the tapes

(9 trnscribed by me on the above cause beore the FEER
TRE COMMISION to the bestofmyknowledge and belief.

(10)
(11)

(12) DATED:

NOVEER 17, 2003

(13)
(14)

DEBRA L. MAHEUX

(15)
(16)
(17)

CE RTI FICATIO N 0 FP ROO FR EADE R

(18)
(19)
(20) I

(19) Now, complaint counsel says, well , that they

(2)

(20) going

(24)

to prove that respondents got dierent cla
(21) and we welcome that proofbecausefrnkywe don tthin

et aI.

(5) HEARING DATE:

HEREY CERTI tht I proofrd the trnscrpt
accurcy in spellg, hyphenation puncttion and
DIANE QUADE

(25)

(2) they re going to be able to prove it.

(23) I argue to Your Honor that such proof would
(24) appropriately tae the form of

(25) afer

consumer sureys, that

they conduct defensible consumer sureys, then
Page 18

(1) they won t have an expert witness to opine on any of
(2) those sureys.

(3) We don t know at this point how they re going to
(4) prove it , but at this point , our position is that this
(5) is very much in the trdition in the America commerce
(6) of, You ve seen X , compare and save, and that s what
(7 this case is about.
(8) JUDGE: Okay. Thank you, Mr.
(9) that's all

(10) anyting

Glyn. Counel

the items that I had today. Is there

else you want to tae

up while we re sti here

(11) in session?
(12) MS. VECELLIO: Not at

this time, Your Honor.

Honor.
(14) JUDGE: If not , then we ll be back for our
(15) prehearing conference sometie between Apri 29 andthe
(16) 17th of May prior to the hearig, so other than that,
(13) MR. GLYNN: No, Your

(17) have a good

afernoon, and this hearg is adjourned.

(18) MS. VECELLIO: Thank you.
(19) MR. GLYNN: Thank you.

(20) (Time noted: 10:21 a.
(21)

(2)
(24)
(25)

For The Record, Inc. -- (301)870- 8025

Mi-U-Scrpf(

(7) Page 17 - Page 19
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UNTED STATES OF AMRICA
FEDERA TRAE COMMSION
In the Matter of

TELEBRAS CORP.
a cotporation

DOCKET NO. 9313

TV SAVIGS , liC,

lited liabilty company. and

PUBUC DOCUNT

AJ KHANI

individuay and as president of
Telebrads Corp. and sole member

of TV Savigs

, LLC.

COMPLAIT COUNSEL'S RESPONSE TO
RESPONDENTS' FIRT SET OF INRROGATORIS
Puruant to Rile 3.3 7 of the Commssion s Riles of Prctice, and item 6 of Chief
Adminstative Law Judge McGuire s Additional Provisions to his

Schedulig Order, Complaint

Counsel::erve the following anwer to the Resondents ' Firt Set of Interrogatories
'Respondents Interrogatories

GENERA OBJECTIONS - INERROGATORIS
Complait Counsel object to respondents' interogatories to the extent they seek
information which may be derived or ascertaied by repondents from documents or

inonnation aleady in respondents' possession. Interogatories are properly used to
available for the requesting par to analyze, not to
requie a par in such discovery proceedng to do his adversar s work for hi by
compilig lists or other information. . . for hi. Berg v. Hoppe. 352 F. 2d 776. 779 (9th
obtai inonnation not otherwse

Cir. 1965).

II 012
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Complait COWlBel object to respondents ' interrgatories seeking infonnation prepared in
anticipation of litigation or which seek disclosure of the theories and opinions of
Complaint Counel) on the groWlds that such infonnation is protected ftom disclosure by
the attrney work product privilege and the provisions of Rule 3.
3 1 (c)(3), and because
respondents have not made the proper showing that they are entitled to such

inonnation

Stouffer Foods Corp.. Docket No. 9250, Order

pU(suant to Rule 3.3 I (c)(3) or (4)(B)(ii).

Ruling on Stoufer Foods' Application for an Order Requiring the Production of
Documents (parker) A. LJ. Feb. II, 1992);
Kraft. Inc. , Docket No. 9208 , Order Ruling on
Resondent's Motion for Documents in the Possession of Complaint
Counel (parker
L.J. July 10 , 1987).

Complait Counsel object to respondents' interrogatories seekig inormation
protected
trom disclosue by the deliberative process privilege.
Stouffer Foods COII.

Docket No.

9250, Order Ruling on Stouffer Foods' Application for an Order Requig
the Production
of Documents (parker, AL.J. Februar 11 , 1992);
Inc., Docket No. 9208 , Order
Rulg on Resondent's Motion fOf Documents in the Possession
of Complait Counsel
(parer) AL.J. July 10 , 1987);
see alo Rule 4. 0(a)(3).

Kr.

Complait Counsel object to respondents' intergatories to the extent they seek
inormation relating to the expert wi1nesses that Complait Counel intend
to use at the
hearng on the ground tht the
for identification of such witnesses and discovery
relatig to their opinons and testimony is established in the Schedulig Order
Puru:t
to Rule 3. 21(c).
Scherig Co1p.. Docket No. 9232 , Order re Interrogatories and Request
for Production of Documents (Timony, AL.J. Feb. 6 , 1990); Kraf . Inc.
, Docket No.
9208 ) Order Ruling on Respondent's Motion for Docwnents in the
Possession of
Complait Counsel (p8:ker, A.L.J. July 10 , 1987).

tig

Complaint Counsel object to resondents) interogatories to the extent that they
infonnation relating to non-testifyg exper witnesses because respondents haveseek
not
made the proper showing that they are entitled to such information
purant to Rule
3 I (c)(4)(ii).
Schering COf1. Docket No. 9232 ) Order Denying Discovery and
Tesony by Expert Witness (Tiwony, A.L.J. March 23, 1990);

Complait Counsel object to respndents' interrogatories to the extent tht they seek
inormation obtained frm Or provided to other law enforcement agencies
, and to the
extent tht they seek infoanation obtaed in the coure of investigating maketers of
other EMS devices ) on the grounds that such documents are protected from disclosure by
the law enforcement evidentiar fies privilege and disclosure of such documents would
be contr to the public interest.
Complant Counsel object to each of resondents , interrogatories to the extent that they
seek inoImation ascerted or derved trom documents provided to the Commission by
defendants in
Federal Trade Commssion v. Electronic Products Distribution.
L.L.C.. et

11/12/03 WED 19: 46 FAX 202 326 3197
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Federa Trade Commission v. United

Fitness of Amerca. LLC et at. CV - 02- 0648-KJ-LRL (D. Nev ) and Federal Trade
Commssion v. Hudson Berkley Comoration, et at. CV- 020649-PMP-RlJ (D. Nev.) in
the course of setlement negotiations. Such documents are not par of the Commssion
investigative files or the cases against the marketers of Ab Energizer, Ab Tronic, and Fast
Abs. They were provided for settlement puroses only, and their production would not be
reasonably calculated to lead to discovery of admissible evidence and should be afforded
the protections ofF. R.E. 408 , and contaicommercial and fiancial inormation of a thrd

pary to this litigation.

Complait Counsel object to respondents ' interrgatories that , when read with the
defitions and intrctions ,

are so vague, broad, general, and all inclusive tht they do
therefore , unduly burensome and

not permt a proper or reaonable response and are,

oppressive.

Complait COllel object to the preamble, Intrctions and Defitions to the extent that
they impose an obligation greater than tht imposed by the Conujssion s Rules of
Practice and the provisions ofthe Cour' s Premal Scheduling Order. In addition,
Complait Counel object to eah of Respondents ' document requests that seek
inonnation that is not reasonably expected to yield information relevant to the
allegations of the complait, to the proposed relief, or to the defenses of any respondent
in violations of the
of discovery set by Rule 3.31(c)(1).

Iii

10.

Complait Counel object to respondents ' interogatories to the extent that they seek
information ascertaied from or the identity of confdential infonnants as disclosure of
such information would be
to the public interes.

contr

1.

GENERA RESPONSES
Complait Counel's respones are made subject to all objections as to competence

relevance, privilege, materalty, propriety, adissibilty, and any and al other objections and
grounds that would requie the exclusion of any statement contaied herein if any requests Were
asked of, or if any statements contained herein were made by, or if any documents referenced
here were offered by a witness present and testfyg in cour all of which objections are
reserved and may be interosed at the tie of the heag.

2.

The fact that Complaint Counsel have answered or objected to any intergatory or par
therof should not be taken as an admission that Complait Counsel accet
or admit the
existence of any facts or documents set fort in or aswned by such interrogatory or tht such
answer or objection constutes adssible evidence. The fact that Complaint COWlsel have
responded to any interrogatory in whole or in par js not intended and shall not be constred as a
waiver by Complait Counsel of all or any par of any objection to any interogatory.

014
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3 - Complait Counel have not completed their investigation in ths

case, and additio

facts may be discovere that are responsive to respondents' inteITogatories.
Complait Counsel

reserve the right to supplement the responses provided herein as appropriate durg the coure of
discovery.

4.

Complaint Counsel note that to the extent that Respondents have included as many as
four separate interrogatories under only one numbered interogatory, the total number of
discrete
and separate inteITogatories is understated- Tnstrction 7 of Respondents
' First Request for
IntelTogatories , in addition to instrctig about the content of the contention (Instrction
7(a),
also instrcts Complaint Counsel to identify all pares with knowledge of
relevant facts
(Istrction 7(b)), identif all relative communcations (Instrction 7(c)), and identify all relative
documents (Istrction 7(d)). In fact, each contention InteIogatory is four
separte
inteIogatories , and Complaint Counsel' s responses are numbered according to the actual number
of individual intelTogatories posed that require separte answers. Accordigly,
Complaint
Counsel have renumbered the TnteITogatories with the Respondents' original number in brackets.

5.
6.

Ai used herein resondents " shall mean Telebrands Corp. . TV Savings L.L.P_ , and Ajit
Khuban.
As

applicable

used herein respondents' intenogatories " shall mean the interrogatories and all
instrctions and defiitions as set fort in the preamble to the interogatories.

Interr
INTERROGATORY NO.

tories and Responses

(Respondents Interrogatory No. I, Inction 7(a))

Identify ever representation that you contend is false or misleading that the respondents
expressly made in the Ab Force advertsements and state the basis for your contention.

Response:
Complaint Counsel object to ths intelTgatory based upon the objections set
fort in
General Objections 1- 10 of Complaint Counel's Objections to Respondents
' Firt Set Of
Interogatories. Complaint Counsel object to disclosing communcations with Complaint
Counsel's non-testifyng expers because respondents have not

made the proper showing that
they are entitled to such infonnation pursuant to Rule 3. 31(c)(4)(ii) (Gener
Objection 5).

Furennore. Complaint Counsel object to

providi communications

involvig eXper witnesses

that Complait Counel intend to use at the hearg on the grund that the ting for
identification of such witnesses and discovery relatig to their opinions and
testiony is

established in the Scheduling Order Pursuant to Rule 3. 21CC) (General
Objection 4).
Subject to and without waiving these objections, Complait Counel provide the following
response:

11/12/03 WED 20: 01 FAX 202 326 3197
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enorcement offcials as well as converations with COnswner and
expense To the best of
knowledge and belief, we ar not awae of any other
responsive
communcations.
Complait Counsel' s

INTERROGATORY NO. 19 (Resondents ' Intenogatory6
Identify every document relatig

to the

, Intrction 7(d))

allegation, contention,

providig a specific and individual identification of each document or asseron or claim by
thg, including the tye
document or thng and a briefdescrption consisting at leas
of (i) the

of

thing;
(ii) its general subjec matter; (iii) its date; (iv) its author(s),
recipient(s);
(v)
the
present location of each document or thg and each copy thereof; (vi) the name
,
job
title,
employer, and address of the custodian of the document or
tye and
of document or
addressee(s)

thg; and (vji) if a copy ofthe
document or thing ha been previously produced to any
par, so state and specifically and
individually descrbe the previously supplied copy by production
numbers or
otherwise.

Response
Complaint Counel object to this interogatory based upon the

Gener Objections 1 - 10 of Complaint Counsel's Objections to

objections set fort

in

Resondents' Firt Set Of

Interrogatories. Specifically, Complait Counel Subject to and without
waivig these
objecons, Complaint Counsel respond as follows:

Complaint Counsel has provided a response to ths request in their respome to Request
of Respondents ' Fh-st Set of requests for Production of Documents and
Thgs. To repeat it here
would be duplicative and unduly burdensome.

INTERROGATORY NO. 20 (Respondents' Interogatory No.
Identity every evaluation, surey, Or study
conducted by you or on your behalf to assess
consumer reaction to or consumer perception, comprehension,
undersandig, " take-away, II or
recall of statements or representations made in the Ab Force

adversements or in any EMS

device advertsement.

Response:

Complait Counsel object

inteogatory to the extent tht it seeks inoIDation
witnesses because respondents have not made the proper
showig that they ar entitled to such inormation puruant to Rule 3.
Schering
Docet No. 9232, Order Denyig Discovery and Testimony by3 1 (c)(4)(ii).
Exper
Witness
(Titony,
A.L.J. March 23 , 1990). Furermore, Complait Counel
object to to the extent that it seeks
information involving exper witnesses
tht Complait Counsel intend to use at the hearg on
the ground that the
for identification of such witnesses and discovery
relatig to their
opinions and testimony is established in the Scheduling Order
Purant
to
Rule
3. 21(c))
(General Objection 4).
relating to non-testifYg

expert

tig

to ths
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ConStance Veeello

Walter Gross
Amy Lloyd
Complait Counsel

Division of Enforcement
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Federal Trade Commission
601 Pennsylvana Ave. , N. , Room 4302.
Washington, D. C. 20580

For Deliveries Use Zip Code 20004
Dated
Declaration Pursuant to Rule 3. 35(a)(2)

I declare under penalty of perjur that the foregoing is tre
Executed: November 12 . 2003
td4l

Walter Gross

and

con-ect.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on this 12th day of November 2003 , I caused a tre copy of
Complaint Counel' s Response Respondents' Firt Set ofIntergatories to be
served by
electronic mail and facsimile upon:

Edward F

Glyn Jr.

Venable, Baetjer, Howard & Civilett , LLP
575 71b Street, N.

Washigton, D. C. 20004-1601
(202) 344- 8300 fax
Attorneys for Respondents
efgy venable_ com

1a050

- - .

Management

BCP Staff and

BCP Staff

BCP Staffand
BCP
Management

AUTOR

potent; allitigation in this case and in the
three prior abs cases

regarding potential CODsent negotiations and

Memos and attachments (and earlier drafts
thereof) analyzing facts
in
relation to legal
issues, and making recommendations

regarding the detennnaHon to issue a
complaint in this case and in the three cases
referd to in pargrphs 16- 18 of the
complaint in ths case (hereinafter " the thee
prior abs cases

issues and strategies , and making
recommendations to the Commission

legal

drs

Memos and attachments (and earlier
thereof). anlyzing facts in relation to

DESCRIION

Demands in this case and in the the prior
abs cases

the Commssion issue Civil Investigative

Commssion and its Memos and attachments (and earlier drafts
staff, BE and its staf thereot) anyzing facts in relatjon to legal
jssues and strategies, and recommendjng that

BCP Maagement
BE and its staff

(aGe)

GeneraI Counsel

staf; Office of the

Commission and its
staff. BE and its

RECIPIENT

-- - --

DeJiberative process privilege;
work- product privi1ege attomeyclient

Deliberative process privilege;
work- product privi1ege

DeJibertive process privilege;
work-product privilege; attorney.
client

PRIVILEGE(S)

CompJajnt Counsel Privilege Log in Response to Respondents ' First Set of Requests for Production

- --

- - - -

...-

FDA

BCP Staff;

and Staff
.u

Mangement

BCP

Management

BE Staff and

AUTHOR

Attorney notes (and drafts thereof) for

FDA;
BCP Staff

the thre prior abs cases

the possibilty of litigation in lhis case and in

factual and legal issues in.volving EMS and

impressions and analysis with respect to

containing opinions , attorney menlal

Emais and Jetters (some with attachments)

case and in the three prior abs cases

.. deteimatIon to issue "the complaft in this

. reommendations

relation to Jegal issues and making
regarding the

Commssion presentalion analyzing facts in

N/A

Management and
Staff; OGe

staff, BCP

Memos (and earEer drafts of memos)
analyzng racts in relation to legal and
economic issues . and makng
recommendations to the Commssion
regarding the detennination to issue the
compJwnt in this case

DESCRPTION

Commssion and its

RECIPIENT

work- product priviJege; law
enforcemenl priviJege

Deliberative process privi lege;

Deliberative process privilege;
work- product privilege

work- product privilege;

Deliberative process privilege;

PRILEGE(S)

u- --- .

----

C'"

- --

9---

BCP Staff
Attorneys;

BCP Staff

Attorneys;
Commission
Attorney
Advisors
Attorney Advisors

Commssion

members

Economics Staf

Bureau of

Bureau of

Economics Staff
members

BCP Staff
Attorneys;

Emails (some with attachments) behveen
BCP Attorneys and Commssion Attorney
Advisors relating to and analyzing Staff
Attorney s recommendations regarding
strtegy in this cas e and in the thee prior abs
cases . and for use in recommendations to the
Commission and in anticipation oflitigation

case and in the three prior abs cases

for recommendations to the Commssion and
for use . in anticipation oflitigation in this

Staf Members referr or relating to Staf
Attorneys ' requests and diections for
analysis and recommendations in preparation

BCP Attorneys and Bureau of Economics

betWeen

relation to legal issues, reviewing marketing
clais, discussing issues raised in
investigating these clais and/or
anticipated litigation involving these claims
and/or making recommendations regarding
case strategy in this case and in the thre
prior abs cases

varous BCP Attorneys analyzing facts in

Emails (some with attachments) between

DESCRPTION

-- Emails (some with attachments)

BCP Staf Attorneys

RECIPIENT

BCP Staff
AttOrney;

Attorneys

BCP Staff

AUTHOR

Deliberative process privilege;
work-product privilege; attorneyclient

Deliberative "nrocess nriv;1pol"
work-product privilege;

Deliberative process privilege;
work- product privilege

PRIVIEGE(S)

; " - . - - . ----

N/A

NIA

BCP Staff

Bureau of

Economics Staf

-Am..J"

N/A

RECIPIENT

BCP Staff

AUTHOR

-.

Handwrtten notes (or summares thereof)
concerning mental impressions ofmeetings
or other discussions with expers or nontestifyg expert regarding this case
prepared at the direclion of Staf Attorneys,
in prepartion for recommendations to the
Commissjon and for use in anticipation of
Jitigation in ths case and in the three prior
abs cases

aaticipation of Jitigation

.. anomey menial mipresIOIt ot
meetings or other discussions with expert or
non- testifyng expert regarding ths case and
in the three plior abs cases , for use in

Handwritten notes (or summares thereof)

Database prepard by Staff Attorneys and
paralegals acting upon the instructions of
Staff Attorneys. analyzng documents
produced by respondents In this case and
third paries , and setting fort attorney mental
impressions regaing documents
preparation for recommendations to the
Commission and for use in anticipation of
litigation

DESCRIION

Work-product priviJege; nonprivilege;
deliberatjve process
testifyg exper

! privilege; non-

testyg expert pnV11ege

Work-

Deliberative process privilege
work-product privilege

PRIVIEGE(S)

I Attorney
BCP Staff

Foreign
law
enforcement
agencIes

BCP Attorneys

Nonexperts

testig

Economics Slaff

Bureau of

Attorneys;

'BCP Staff

AUTOR

. -

in

fliti

Emails regarding foreign law enforcement
agency s investigation into claims made for
the Ab Force

Foreign law

ths case

BCP Staff

Law enforcemenl privilege

Law enforcement privilege

testifyg expert; work
materials used to solicit expert analysis and
I product
Non- privilege
opinion
in preparation for recommendations
to the Commission and for use in anticipation
ofIitigation in the 3 prior abs cases and in

in aiUicipati6h

Corrspondence, communications and o her

Ilb

relied upon by Staff Attorneys in the 3 prior
abs cases and in this case in prearation for
reommendations to the Commission and for

Letters and emails referng to aba devices
connection with foreign law enorcement
agencies ' investigations

enforcement agency;

Work-product privilege;
deliberative process

PRIVILEGE(S)

- -

Resumes , correspondence and other materialS , Non-testifyng expert
work
received from non-testifng experts and product priviJege

and in the thee prior abs cases

. --

ths

action and their representatives in trns case

or other discussions with respondents

Handwritten notes (or sumares thereof)
concerng mental impressions of meetings

DESCRITION

--

BCP Staff

NOJ1- lestifYng
experts

BCP Staff Attorneys

NIA

RECIPIENT

-.

--- ---

-- -.

Agencies;
BCP Staff
BCP Staff;
(:oUDsel for tfUrd

par and/or fhrd
part

Counel for

thrd party

and/or thrd

DESCRIPTION

Memos (incluwng prior drafs thereof)
recommending that the Commssion issue a
comp1aint against Khuban in actions that
preceded this case and other internal

Commission

BCP Staff and

Management

Complaints about abs devjces submitted to
FTC' s Consumer Information System or
Staff Attrneys (other than complaints about
the Ab Force)

BCP Staff

Cons\1mers

to issue complaints

documents concenrng the recommendations

investigative demands or access letters or
other materials relatig to abs devices

Management

Char analyzing reponses to civil

access letters

responses to civil investigative demands or

EmaJs/letters regarding abs devices;

Letters exchangig infonnatton and materials
regarding abs devices

- - --.

Attorneys

BCP Staff

BCP Staff

BCP Staff and

Enfrcement

party;

State Law

State Law
Enforcement
Agencies

RECIPmNT

- -

BCP Staff;

AUTHOR

-_.

--.
- - -. -- -

Work product; deliberate process;
attorney-client

Law enforcement evidentiar;
informant privilege

Work product; law enforcement
evidentiar privilege; deliberative
process

Material and/or identity protected
from disclosure pursuant to
Section 21 of the FTC Act, 15
use Section 57-b2; infonnant
privHege; Secon 6 of FTC Act

Law enforcement privilege

PRIEGE(S)

..- ... . -- -

Management

BCP Staf and

AUTHOR
Dept. of Justice

RECIPIENT

Dated: November 12 , 2003

the recommendations to issue complaints

Memos (including prior drfts thereof)
recommending that DOJ issue a complat
against Khuban in actions that preceded this
case and other internal documents concernng

DESCRIION

privilege; attomey-ctient

process; law enforcement

Work product; deliberative

PRIVILEGE(S)
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby cerfy that on ths 12th day of November
bo3 I caused a tre copy of
Privilege Log in Response to Respondents' First Set of Requests for
Production to be sered by electronic mail and facsimile up
Complaint Counsel' s

Edward F Glynn , Jr.
Venable , Baetjer, Howard & Civilett , LLP
575 7th Street , N. W.
Washigton. D. C. 20004 1601

(202) 344- 8300 fax
Attorneys for Respondents
efgy enable. com
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UNED STATES OF AMRICA

FEDERA TRE COMMSION
In the Matter of

TELEBRAS CORP.
DOCKET NO. D9316

a corporation,

TV SAVIGS , LLC,

lited liability company, and

AJT

KHANI

PUBLIC DOCUMNT

individually and as president of

, LLC.

Telebrads Corp. and sole member

of TV Savigs

COMPLAI COUNSEL'S RESPONSE TO
RESPONDENTS' FIRST SET OF DOCUMENT REQUESTS
PUISuant to Rule 3. 37

of the Commssion s Rules of Practice, complait counsel serve the

following responses and objections to the respondents' first request for production of documen1:.

GENERA OBJECTIONS - DOCUMNT REOUESTS
Complait counsel object to respondents' request for documents in the possession of the
Commissioner , the Geer Counsel , or the Seceta in his capacity as custdian or
reorder of any information.

Complait counsel object to respondents' request for documents prepared in anticipation
oflitigation or which seek disclosure of the theories and opinions of complait counsel
protected from disclosure by the attorney work
product privilege and the provisions of Rule 3. 31(c)(3), an because resondents have not
made the proper showig that they ar entitled to such inonnation pursuant to Rule
Stouffer Foods Corp.. Docket No. 9250, Order Ruling on
31(c)(3) or (4)(B)(ii).
'
Application
for an Order Requing the Production of Documents (parker
Stouffer Foods
Kraft. Inc. , Docket No. 9208 , Order Ruling on Repondent'
A.L.l. Feb. 11 , 1992);
Motion for Documents in the Possession of Complait Counsel (Parker, AL.J. July 10,
1987).
on the grounds tht

such information is

Complait counsel object to respondents' requests for document protected from
disclosure by the deliberative process privilege.

Stouffer Foods Corn. Docket No. 9250

II 002
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II 003

the Production of
Order Ruling on Stouffer Foods Application for an Order Requir
, Orer
Documents (parker, A. LJ. Februar 11 , 1992); Krft loc. , Docket No. 9208
Complait
Counel
Ruling on Respondent' s Motion for Documents in the Possession of
also Rule 4. 10(a)(3).
(parker, A.L.J. July 10 , 1987);

Complait counsel object to respondents' requests for documents relating to the expert
witnesses that complaint counel intend to use at the hearng on the ground that the

timing for identification of such witnesses and discover relating to their opinions and
testimony is established in the Pretral Scheduling Order Puruat to Rule 3. 21(c), dated
Schering Com.. Docket No. 9232 . Order re
November 5 , 2003 (" Scheduling Order
IntelTogatories and Request for Production of Documents (Timony, A.L.J. Feb. 6 , 1990);
Kraft. Inc. , Docket No. 9208, Order Ruling on Respondent' s Motion for Documents in the
Possession of Complaint Counsel (Parker, A. L.J. July to, 1987).

Complait counsel object to respondents' requests for documents relating to nontestifyg exper witnesses because respondents have not made
they are entitled to such inoIlation pursuant to Rule 3. 31(c)(4)(ii)-

the proper showing that
hering Corp.

Docket No. 9232 . Order Denyig Discovery and testimony by Expert Witness (Timony,
A.L-J. March 23, 1990).

Complait counel object to respondents' requests for documents received by FTC staff

from respondents durg thi investigation or ths proceeding, or documents already
possessed by repondents, their representatives, attorneys, offcers , employees, or agents
on the ground that production of such documents would be unduly burdensome,
unecessar and duplicative.
Complaint counel object to resondents' requests for documents relatig to the extent
that they seek documents obtaed in the coure of investigating marketers of other EMS
devices on the grounds that such documents are protected from disclosue by the law
enforcement evidentiar files privilege and disclosu of such documents would be
Hoechst Maron Rousell. Inc.. Docket No. 9293 , Order on
to the public interest.
Motions to Compel Discovery From Compliant Counsel Filed By Andr and Aventis
(Chappell, A.L.J. Aug. 18 2000).

contr

Complait Counel object to each of Respondents' Document Request to the extnt tha.t
they seek documents subject to protection ftom public release under either section 6(f),
46(f), 57b-2(b),
C.
21(b), 21(c), or 21(f of the Federal Trade Commssion Act, 15
their
release is in
M a protective order coverng
57b- 2(c), or 5Th- 2(i) until such
effect. See also Rule 4. 10(g).

tie

Complait Counsel object to each of Respondents' Document Request to the extent that

they seek documents that are covered by protective orders in actions in federa cour until
such time as respondents have complied with the provisions of the relevant protective

11/12/03
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orders, copies of which are provided herewjth.

extnt that

10.

Complaint Counsel object to each of respondents' document requests to the
Federl Trde
they seek documents provided to the Commssion by defendants in
et al. Civil No. 02- CV- 888H
Commission v. Electronic Products Distrbution. L.
v.
United
Fitness of Amerca. LLC et a1.
(AJ), (S. D. Ca1.). Federal Trae Commssion
CV- 02-0648-KJ-LRL (D. Nev.) and Federal Trde Commssion v. Hudon Berkley
of settlement
C01:poration. at al. , CV- 020649-PMP-RJJ (D. Nev. ) in the coure
s
investigative
files or the
negotiations. Such docwnents are not par of the Commission
cases against the marketers of Ab Energizer, Fas Abs , and AbTronic. They were
provided for settlement puroses only, and their producto would not be reasonably
calculated to lead to discovery of adissible evid nca and should be afforded the
protections ofF .R.E. 408 , and contai commercial and financial inormation of a thd
par to ths litigation.

11.

Complait Counsel object to each of Respondents' document requests that, when read

are SO vague , broad, general, and al inclusive that
they do not permit a proper or reaonable response and are , therefore, unduly burdenome
with the definitions and intrtions ,

and oppressive.
12.

13.

Complaint Counsel object to the preamble and Genera Instrctions to the extent

tht they

impose an obligation greater than that imposed by the Commssion s Rules of Practice
and the provisions of the Court' s Pretral Schedulg Order. In addition, Complait
Counel object to each of Respondents ' docwnent requests that seek inonnation that is
not reasonably expected to yield infonnation relevant to the allegations of the complait,
to the proposed relief, or to the defenses of any respondent , in violations ofile limts of
discover set by Rule 3. 31(c)(1) of the Commssion s Rules ofPractica.

Complait Counsel object to each of Respondents ' document requests to the extent tht
they seek infonnation ascertned from or the identity of confdential infonnants as
disclosure of such inormation would be contr to the public interest.
GENERAL RESPONSES

1.

Complait counel's responses are made subject to all objections as to competence
relevance, privilege. materalty. propriety, adissibilty and any and all other objections and
grounds that would require the exclusion of any statement contained herein if any requests were
asked of, or jf any sttemen contained herein were made by, or if any documents reference
here were offere by a witness present and testifyg in cour, all of which objections are
reserved and may be interosed at the time of the hearg.

2.

counel have anwered or objected to any docwnent request or
taen as an adssion that complait counsel accept or admit the

The fact that complait

par thereof should not be
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existence of any facts or documents set forth in or assued by suh

request or that such anwer

or objection constitutes admissible evdence. The fact that
al
any request is not intended and shll not be cons1:ed as a waiver by complaint counsel of

complait counel have responded
or

any par of any objection to any request.

3.

, and additional
Complaint counsel have not completed their investigation in this case
docuents.
documents may be discovered that are responsive to respondents' request for
Complait counsel resere the right to supplement the responses provided herein as appropriate
durg the course of discovery.

Document Reauests and Responses
Request 1.
Al docwnents

misleadig. .

relating to yout contention that representations expressly made in the Ab Force

advertsements are false or

Response:
Complaint counel object to this request based upon Generl Objections 2 - 8. Subject to these
objections , complait cO\lel will make available for inection at a mutually agreeable date and
time documents that are located at Federa Trade CommssioJ4 601 New JeJ;ey Avenue,
Washigton, DC 20580.
Request 2.

All documents relating to your contention that representations made by jmplication in the Ab
Force advertisements are false or misleading.

Response:
based upon General Objections 2 - 8. Subject to these
make
available for inspection at a mutually agreeble date and
objections, complait counel will
tie documents that are located at Federa Trade Commssion 601 New Jersey Avenue
Washion, DC 20580.

Complait counsel object to ths

request

ReQuest 3.

EMS device other th Ab Tronic, AB Energier, and
theeFas Abs that was offered for sale , sold or distrbuted in the United States durng or in the
appear.
year perod before the tie period in which the Ab Force adversements

Documents suffcient to identi

every
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Wa.higto DC 20580.
Request 7.

All docwnents supportg or relating to every evaluation, surey, or study conducted by you or
on your behalfto assess consumer reaction to or consumer perception, comprehension
undertaIding, " tae-away, " or recall of statements or representations made in the Ab Force

adversements.
Response:

Complait counsel object to ths request based upon the objections set fort in Gener
Objections 2- 5. In parcular, complaint counsel object to respondents ' requests for documents
to the expert witnesses that complaint counel intend to use at the
for identification of such witnesses and discovery relatig
hearng on the ground that the
to their opinons and testimony is esblished in the Pretral Scheduling Order Puuant to Rule
Complaint counel also reitere the
21(c), dated November 5, 2003 ("Scheduling Order
objection Complaint counel to respondents' requests for documents relating to non- testifYg
expert witnesses because respondents have not made the proper showing that they are entitled to
such inormation puruat to Rule 3.3 I (c)(4)(ii).

relati to documents relatig

tig

Request 8.

Al documents supportng or relati to every evaluation, survey, or study conducted by you or
on your behalf to assess consumer reaction to or consumer perception, comprehension,
understandig, " take-away, " or recall of statements or representations made in any EMS device
advertsement.
Response:

th

the
Complaint counel interprets ths request as applyig to all EMS devices other
Complaint counsel object to ths request based upon the objections set fort in Generl

Ab Force.

Objections 2-

ReQuest 9.

that yon intend to rely on as evidence including, without limitation, sureys,
letter, telephone records , reports and memoranda, that consers perceive , understand or
comprehend the Ab Force advertsements as making the representations identified in paragraphs
16 through 19.

Al documents
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Complaint counsel object to ths reuest based upon the objections set
Objections 2-7 and 11- 12. In parcular, complaint counsel object to respondents' reuest for
fort in General

docuents relating to past law enorceeIt actions against respondents because it seek

inonnation that is not reaonably expected to yield infonnation relevant to the allegations of the

lits

complaint, to the proposed relief, or to the defenses of any resondent, in violations of the
of discovery set by Rule 3. 3 I (c)(l) ofthe Commission s Rules of Practice and because most such
documents are already possessed by respondents , their representatives , attomeys , offcers
employees, or agents, and production of such documents would be unduly burdensome
unecessar and

duplicative.

Request 16.

All documents identified in any anwer to any Interrogatory or which you relied on in answerig
any Interogatory.

Response:

Complait counel object to ths request based upon the objections set forth in General
Objections 2 - 13. In parcular, complait counsel object to this request because it seeks
inormation that is not reasonably expected to yield information relevant to the allegations of the
complait, to the proposed relief, or to the defenes of any respondent, in violations of the liits
of discovery set by Rule 3-31(c)(1) of the Commssion s Rules of Practice and because most such
documents are aleady possessed by respondents , their representatives ) attorneys, offcers
employees , or agents, and production of such documents would be unduly burdensome
unecessar and duplicative.
Respectfully submitted

Conne Vecello (202) 326-2966

Walter Grss (202) 326-3319

Amy M. Lloyd (202) 326 2394
Division of Enforcement
B11eau of Consumer Prtection
Federal Trade Commssion
600 penrlvana Avenue, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20580
Date: November 12 , 2003
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 12th day of November 2003, I caused a tre copy of
Complajnt Counel' s Response to Respondents' First Set of Requests for Documents and
to be sered by electronic mail and facsimile upon:

Edward F Glyn,

Jr.

Venable, Baetjer, Howard & Civiletti , LLP
575 7

Street, N. W.

Washington , D. C. 20004- 1601
(202) 344- 8300 fax
Attorneys for Resondents
efgy venable. com

Thgs

011

202. 344- 8008

twatkinson(gvenable. com

December 1 , 2003

BY FAX
Walter Gross , III , Esquire
Federal Trade Commission
Bureau of Consumer Protection
Enforcement Division
601 New Jersey Ave. , N. , Room 2115
Washington , D. C. 20580

- Docket No. 9313
Discovery Responses

Re:

FTC v. Telebrands

Dear Walter:

I am writing to follow up on our meeting on November 20 , 2003 during which we raised
several issues concerning complaint counsel' s responses and objections to Respondents ' First Set
of Interrogatories and First Requests for Production of Documents.
As you recall , we expressed our concern that counsel had not produced certain responsive
documents and information in answering our discovery. The documents and information
covered three areas , each of which we discussed in detail:
Evidence of Consumer Perceptions

You indicated in the meeting that you were in possession of certain "consumer evidence
that had been prepared by a consulting expert in anticipation of litigation. The existence of this
evidence " raised two issues.
First , we expressed our concern that the privilege log produced by complaint counsel failed
suffcient to allow Respondents to understand what
was being withheld. Specifically, item number 15 of the privilege log describes resumes
correspondence and "other materials ' as having been produced by a non- testifying expert on
behalf of the Commission " for use in anticipation of litigation. " At the meeting we requested
that you amend the privilege log to describe the "consumer evidence " and "other materials " in
your possession. You agreed. As you know , I will be in your offce tomorrow to review
to provide any description ofthis " evidence "

documents. Please provide us with the amended privilege log at that time.

Walter Gross , III , Esquire
2003

December 1 ,

Page 2

Kraft, Inc. Docket No. 9208 , Order Ruling on
Second , based on the decision in
Respondents ' Motion for Documents in the Possession of Complaint Counsel (Parker , A.L.J.
March 23 , 1990)-which you were kind enough to attach to your objections-any such
consumer evidence " must be produced to Respondents in this case.
The decision in
Kraft
instructs that such " evidence " although work product , is
Kraft
reasoned that although it is tre that the respondent in
discoverable. Indeed , the Judge in
that case " can develop and offer its own evidence of consumer perceptions , it canot exactly
duplicate complaint counsel' s research. /d. The same is true of complaint counsel' s " consumer
evidence " in this case. Although the impressions , thoughts and analyses of the expert are not
discoverable , the factual information-whether surveyor study data , methodology, results
etc. is discoverable. Moreover , whether the " consumer evidence " in your possession will be
Kraft
makes it clear that the
offered at the hearng or otherwise is irrelevant. The decision in
evidence is discoverable
now, regardless of whether complaint counsel intend to offer it up at
the hearng: " If complaint counsel intend to offer the surveys in evidence , they should be
revealed now so that Kraft' s attorneys can begin analyzing them. If they are not offered in
evidence , they may lend some support to Kraft' s claim that its advertisements do not imply what
the Commission believes they do. Id.

You told us at the meeting that you would consider Respondents ' position on this issue
and let us know whether complaint counsel wil produce the " consumer evidence" in its
possession. Per our request , which was renewed by Ed Glyn in his conversation with you this
afternoon, please let us know by noon tomorrow if you wil produce such information.
Consumer Complaints

We understand that complaint counel wil produce for inspection and copying
communications between the Commission and consumers regarding to the advertising or
performance of the Ab Force or of any other EMS device at issue. We also understand that the
Commission may have conducted interviews with consumers of the Ab Force or other EMS
devices at issue. You informed us that you would determine whether any such statements exist
and whether any of those interview statements contain factual information concernng the
advertising or performance of the devices at issue. To the extent that such communications do
contain factual information , please produce that information.

Walter Gross , III , Esquire
2003

December 1
Page 3

Evidence of Prior Bad Acts

Connie Vecellio informed us at the meeting that she would seek to introduce the existence
of prior consent orders against Mr. Khubani , even though the consent orders were entered into
without any finding of wrongdoing. As an initial matter, we believe that these consent orders
are wholly irrelevant to the issues raised in the curent proceeding, and that any attempt
introduce the orders at the hearing in this case would be made for the sole , improper purpose of
citing to alleged prior bad acts. This type of evidence is routinely stricken as irrelevant and
unduly prejudicial even where-unlike this case-there is some evidence of a prior " bad act."
We requested that we be permitted to assemble a defense to any improper and outrageous
citation of consent orders by complaint counsel by examining the information in the
Commission s possession concerning the previous consent orders. You informed us that you
would consider our request. Please let us know by noon tomorrow whether you will produce
that information.
With regard to Respondents ' document requests , we understand that of the universe of
responsive documents , complaint counsel have withheld from production the following:

Documents identified on the privilege log;
Documents that Respondents already produced to the Commission; and
Documents in the Abtronic and Fast Abs that are not directly or indirectly related to
advertising or marketing.

I note that on November 21 2003 , Ed Glyn informed Amy Lloyd that we had reached an
agreement for the production of documents with counsel in the Ab Energizer case and therefore
complaint counsel need not produce any documents that were produced to the Commission Staff
by AbEnergizer. Please inform us tomorrow ifthere are any documents complaint counsel are
withholding in addition to those described above.

Finally, you asked us to provide you with (1) a more complete identification of persons
with knowledge as part ofthe initial disclosures and (2) broadcast quality copies of the
television advertisements at issue. With regard to the identification of persons with knowledge
Ed Glyn sent a letter after our meeting citing the interrogatory responses that identified persons
with knowledge. As to the broadcast quality tapes , we expect to be able to inform you tomorrow
as to the status of those tapes.

Walter Gross III Esquire
December 1 , 2003
Page 4

Please inform us immediately if Respondents ' understanding of any ofthese issues is
incorrect. Barrng such a response , I wil see you tomorrow for the inspection of the documents
being produced by complaint counsel , and I look forward to receiving responses to the requests

outlined above.
F. Glyn, Esquire
Constance M. Vecello , Esquire
Amy Lloyd , Esquire
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UNITED STATE OF AMRICA
BEFORE FEDERA TRADE COMM1SSION

I.

Sf m.IY. ..
Jrr

In the Matter of

KRA, INC.

'S

'Ju

:i:

8f'

.0" .

DOCKE't..Q 9
fNlj

DOCUMENT PROl;t::

a corporation.

t S MOTION FOR
ORDER RULING ON RESPONDENT
DOUMENTS IN THE POSSESS ION OF COMPLAINT COUNSEL
Pursuant to is 3. 3l(b) (1), 3. 34(b) and 3. 36 of the
asked
respondent Kraft, Inc. . bas
comrission I s Rules of Practice,
duces tecum requir ing complaint counsel to
me to issue a subpoena
to Kraft. The
turn ovet certain documents in t eir possession
ons
, the first
requested subpoena contains ele
seven of which seek all documents relating to the allegations
paragraphs 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 of the complaint.
Specificiatio eight seeks documents relating to consumer
to in
percepti ons conveyed by advertisements whlch are referred
i tional
the complaint; nine , all documents relating to the nutr
content or quality of Kraft singles, imitation cheese products,
and five ounces of milk; ten, communications between the
Commission or its staff and the Attorney General of California or
his staff relating to Kraft or its ad ertisin9; and, ele
- documents identified 1n complaint counsel' s responses to Kraft I
first s t of interrogator ies.

en specificati

en, all

The request d specification seek several categories of

documents in complaint counsel s possessio

(1)

Those receiqed from Kraft durin9 the
investigation wbiCh led to the complaint.

(2)

Communications with third partie

(3) Those pr

pared by or for complaint
iew reports, analyses
of evidenc , surveys, letters to and from
potential witnesses, and recommendations to
their superiors and to the Commission.

counsel, such as inter

11/03/03 17: 55 FAX
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Kraft knows whioh of its documents it gave the Coami sion
but it seeks disclosure of the
relevance of each document to particular complaint allegations.
While lraft is entitled to this information, a subpoena is the
wronq vehicle for obtaining such knowledge. At the preheating
dur inq the investiqation

jnte
ties

conference which will be held shortly, I will establish,

alia, deadlines for tbe produo ion of documents which the pa
to offer in evidence ana, if after analyzin9 the
documents
Kraft cannot determine the relevance of SOme it may
cnallenge the admissibility of those documents.

innd

Other documents which Kraft seeks -- interview reports
written analyses of evidence, memoranda recommending action,
communications between the Commission and the Attorney General of

California -- are work product or relate to the deliberative

Safewav

process and are genera11y immune from disclosure.

Stores, Inc. , Docket
DOcket No. 9099
Inc. , 742 F. 2d 1156,

No. 9053 (June 30, 1976)
Bell & Howell Co.
(April 11, 1970);
FTC v. Warner communications
1161 (9th Cir. 984)

While withholding the work product and. internal memoranda
which Kraft seeks will not prejudice its ability to prepare

its

hose

defense, one category of documents causes me concern --

relating to copy test research performed at the direction of
These documents
are work product but they contain significant evidence relating
complaint counsel
intend to offer the surveys in evidence, they should be revealed
now so that Kraft t S attorney 1 5 can begin analyzing
they
evidence, they may lend some support to
Kraft I s claim that its advertisements do not imply what the
Commission believes they do.

complaint counsel in anticipation of Ii tiqation.

to the issues raised in the complaint. If

them. If

are not offered in

Kraft can develop and offer its own e idence of consumer
perceptions but it cannot exactly duplicate complaint counsel'
Therefore, since Kraft has a need for the surveys
conducted by or for complaint counsel, and since the precise
information contained in the surveys cannot be obtained through
any other
eans (Section 3. 36 (b) of the Rules of Practice), I
will approve a subpoena directing complaint counsel to turn them
over to coun
Therefore,

research.

sel for Kraft.

rr IS ORDERED that Kraft

Is

request for a subpoena

duces tecum
here

containing proposed specifications 1-7 and 9-11 be, and i t
is, denied.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Kraft shall p epare for my signature a
subpoena
duces tecum directing complaint counsel to produce all
surveys relating to consumer perceptions or impressions recei
from or conveyed by anv of the Kraft ad ertisements attached to
or otherwise described in and subject to the complaint.

-2-
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t they
complaint counsel intend to move to quash this subpoena
shall do so within five (5) business days of its receipt.
. I

Judge
DATED:

JulY 10, 1987
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Slip Copy

Page 1

(Cite as: 2003 WL 21474516 (E. La.
(hereinafter collectively referred to as " Southern

Only the Westlaw citation is curently available.

Scrap ) Motion and Memorandum in Support of
Maintenance of Privilege over varous documents
submitted for

United States Distrct Cour
D. Louisiana.

review (Rec. Doc. # 188);

in camera

(2) Defendants

Frederick A. Stolzle

Jr. and

Frederick A. Stolzle ,

Ir. & Associates

defendants" ) Motion

to Sustain Attorney- Client

Stolzle

and Work Product Privileges (Rec. Doc. # 187);

SOUTRN SCRA MATERIL CO. , et aI
George M. FLEMING; Flemig & Associates L.L.P.
Fleming, Hovenkamp & Grayson
; John L. Grayson; Mark A. Hovenkamp; Bruce
B. Kemp; L. Stephen Rastanis;
The Law Offces of L. Stephen Rastans; John B.
Lambremont, Sr.; The Law
Offces of John B. Lambremont, Sr. ; Ken J. Stewart;
Frederick A. Stolzle , Jr.;
Frederick A. Stolzle , Jr. & Associates

(3) Defendants Flemig & Associates , L.L.P. , and
George Flemig s (" Fleming defendants ) Joint
Motion and Memorandum to Sustain Work Product
and Attorney/Client Privileges (Rec. Doc. # 189);

(4) Defendant Ken 1.

Stewart' s

Memorandum to Sustain the
Documents Produced for

Motion and
Privilege on

Inpection

In Camera

(Rec. Doc. # 198); and
(5) Defendant John B. Lambremont, Sr. and Law
Offices ' Memorandum in Support of Sustaing
Work Product and Attorney- Client Privileges.
(Rec. Doc. # 186).

No. Civ. A. 01-2554.

I. BACKGROUN
June 18

2003.

Necessarily predicate to any ruling on the privileges
claimed is some understanding of the climate in
MEMORANDUM OPINION AND ORDER

which the instant case arose and the tenor and
allegations which presaged the

substance of the

KNOWLES , Magistrate 1.

*1 This

intant motions to compel. On August 20 , 2001 , the
plaintiff, Southern Scrap, filed a complaint naming

RlCO

action, which invokes the civil

18 US. c.

jurisdiction of the Cour under

& 1964

rFNll involves claim by plaintiffs , Southern Scrap
LLC , SSX , L.c. , and Southern
Recycling, LLC , against the defendant attorneys
listed above. This matter is before the undersigned
magistrate judge pursuant to the mandate of the Fifth
Cour of Appeals (Rec. Doc. 107) and the reference
of district judge to consider arguments of the partes
tht certain documents for which discovery is sought
are protected by the work-product doctre or the
attorney-client privilege. More partcularly, presently
before the Cour are the following contested
Material Co. ,

the following tral attorneys as defendants , to wit:

George M. Fleming, Flemig & Associates , L.L.P.
Flemig, Hovenkamp & Grayson, P. , John L.
Grayson, Mark A. Hovenkamp, Bruce B. Kemp, L.
Stephen Rastanis , The Law Offces of L. Stephen
Rastanis , John B. Lambremont, Sr. , The Law Offces
of John B. Lambremont , Sr. , Ken J. Stewart
Frederick A. Stolzle , Jr. and Frederick A. Stolzle , Jr.

and Associates.

See

Southern Scrap s Complaint

(Rec. Doc. # I J. Southern Scrap seeks-relief pursuant
to
1961901(a) of Title IX of the
Organied Crie Control Act of 1970 , as amended
otherwise known as the Racketeerig Influenced and

Corrpt Organizations Act of 1970

discovery motions:

partcular , under

18 US. c.

fiing of the Southern Scrap

FNI. On August 20 , 2001 , plaintiffs filed
their Complaint (Rec. Doc. 1) pursuant to

28 US. C. & & 1331 and 1337 , and
US. C. & & 1964(a) and 1964(c) , Title IX of
the

the Organied Crime Crime Control Act of
1970 also known
the Racketeer
Infuenced and Corrpt Organization Act
(RlCO).

as

RlCO"
& 1964 .
RlCO

and in

Followig the
case statement

(Rec. Doc. # 3), defendants fied their motion to

Fed. R.Civ. P.

12(b) (6). (Rec. Doc.
J. Finding that the alleged " imroprieties and

dismiss pursuant to

# 11

calculated manipulations set out in the

RlCO

case

statement" were suffcient to defeat the defendants

motion to dismiss the Cour denied same , as well as
the defendants ' Motion for More Definite Statement.
(Rec. Doc. ' s 23 and 27). The pares were ordered

exchange intial disclosures by March 12 , 2002. The

(1) Plaintiffs Southern Scrap Material Co. , LLC
SSX ,

L.C. , and Southern Recycling Co. LLC's

Copr.

(Q

claims against the defendant Mark A. Hovenkamp
were dismissed with prejudice. (Rec. Doc. # 41). On
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May 6 ,

2002 , Southern Scrap

filed an amended

complaint with respect to its damages.

(Rec.

FN4.

Doc # 65).

FN2. Plaintiff amended their original RICO
complaint alleging " severe financial and
business losses , and damage to reputation

negative publicity, decreased

company

productivity, decreased employee morale

See

FN5.

IV (Rec. Doc. 1).

Complaint at

Motion and

Southern Scraps

Incorporated Memorandum in Support

of

Maintenance of Privilege over Various
Documents Submitted for In Camera
Review, at p. 3.

and fear of frivolous lawsuits " to state: "
a proximate cause of the Attorneys ' violation
of

18 D.

C. & 1962(c) and (d) , Plaintiffs

have been injured

FN6.

/d.

at 4.

in their business or

propert for the reasons described above and

because they were forced

to expend a

signficant amount of tie and money in the
maintenance of defenses to these numerous
yet meritless lawsuits. The Attorneys have
caused Plaintiffs damages consisting of the
attorneys fees , expenses , costs , and time

associated with the defense of these

frvolous lawsuits.

See
Amended
152 (Rec. Doc. # 65).

Complaint at

Southern Scrap specifically alleges that
defendant attorneys

(i.

underlying state cour litigation), exceeded

legitite role they may have

Documents

Southern Scrap characterizes

defendant attorneys

the

group of plaintiffs

as "

any

had as diligent

adversares by filig baseless claims and, in so doing,
commtted mail fraud ( 18 U.S. c. & 1341) and wie
fraud ( 18 U.S. c. & 1343) in fuerance of their
scheme to brig extortonate pressure to settle cases
inictig heavy costs in term of legal expenses for

defense againt the

*2 In its application presently before the Cour in the
natue of a Motion to Compel Production of

the

plaintiffs ' attorneys in the

false and fraudulent claim.

Additionally, Southern Scrap claims violations of the
Hobbs Act 18 D. C. & 1951 , referrg to attempts
by defendant attorneys to induce the scrap metal

companies to pay fuds to settle the fraudulent state
cour suits by threats of fiing more of the same and

attorneys that encircled Southern Scrap like jackals in
(FN3 J from
an attempt to extort settlement funds
plaintiff scrap metal companies , which are along,

thus infictig even heavier fiancial

with the judicial system and others ,

against them and submit that the allegations in the
RICO case statement are unupported allegations.

defendant attorneys ' RICO

Plaintifs ' RICO

victims of the

rFN41

conspiracy.

defendant
attorneys into two groups of actors , the Baton Rouge
area plaintiffs ' attorneys and the Texas plaintiffs
attorneys , who allegedly came together in 1995
formed an association- in- fact, and , working together
complaint casts the

uneashed a torrent of eleven

(11) frvolous and

losses.

The defendant attorneys have denied the allegations

Defendants response to the plaintiffs ' characteriation
of the underlyig state cour litigation and their roles
in that Southern Scrap statement erroneously
suggests that all of the attorney defendants assisted in

the prosecution

of all eleven (11) underlyig

lawsuits. Moreover, Defendants contend

that the

baseless lawsuits against (Southern Scrap), alleging

Cour should give little or no credence

everyhing from mass exposure to toxic tort to
discrimnatory hig practices.
rFN51 Southern
Scrap contends that " all of the resolved underlyig

Scrap s argument that the underlying lawsuits were
frvolous and baseless , in light of the fact that thee of

the underlyig state cour cases remain

cases were either dismissed on summry judgment

having surived a

by the Cour of Appeals , or in exchange for not

seeking sanctions against the defendants " and " not
single one of these cases had any merit."

FN3.

See

Plaintiffs

La. Code
motion to dismiss hearing.

to Southern

pending, one

Civ. Proc.

Art. 863

a

rFN61

Motion and

II. CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES

1. SOUTHERN SCRA' S

CHALLENGES TO

DEFENDANTS' PRIVILEGE LOGS

Incorporated Memorandum in Support of
Maintenance of Privilege over Various
Documents Submitted for In Camera
Review, at p. 2.

Southern Scrap challenges the documents listed in
the various defendant attorneys '

privilege logs on

various grounds , including the following, to wit: (1)

Copr. (Q West 2003 No Claim to Orig. D. S. Govt. Wodes
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regarding documents which relate to the business
aspects of the defendants' legal practices , includig
fee agreements and agreements between counel
entered prior to the commencement of the litigation,
Southern Scrap contends tht they are

discoverable

and do not constitute the rendition of legal advice
nor are they protected work product; (2) artcles
including maps , photographs , videos , and the like , all

Regarding the documents listed on Exhbit " " the
Stolzle defendants argue tht the fact tht defendants
have denied the allegations asserted against them in
Southern Scrap s RICO complaint does not " place-atissue " any " factul informtion " resultig in a waiver
of the privileges claimed. Defendants fuer hearken
back to the strctues of Rules 9(b) and 11 , and more

without attorney commentary, are discoverable; (3)

parcularly, remind Southern Scrap plaintiffs

documents which discuss purely factul matters
without the addition of mental impressions or

prior to fting the intant lawsuit ,

strategy of counsel are discoverable and do not
constitute protected work product; (4) vintage
documents dating back one to six years prior to the
intitution of the fIrst lawsuit are discoverable; (5) the
attorney- client privilege was waived with respect to

that

they should have
had knowledge of the specifIc " facts" and " law
which support their allegations , and thus may not
consistently with their Rule 11 obligation, now claim
they do not have access to the facts and/or that they
have substantial need

with the meanig of Rule

fFN71 Defendants admt that the work

26(b)(3).

the publication of " Scrap Notes ; (6) any claim of
privilege was waived with respect to " the Becnel

product doctre protects documents and not

communications; " (7) " ALR Customer " and " CLR
Customer " documents are not privileged; and (8)
certin miscellaneous items , including the " Letters to
Reverends " are also discoverable. Plaintiffs argue
that, in any event, they have demonstrated their

stands for the proposition that a document does not
lose its privilege status merely because its contains

underlyig facts ,

but highlight federal law

fFN81

factual informtion.

substantial need for the challenged documents.
Southern Scrap highlights that the attorney

FN7.

which

Stolzle Defendants '

See

Motion to

Sustain Attorney Client Privilege , at p. 5 n.

defendants have denied the RICO claim and alleged
the affnnative defense of good faith, and contends
tht the documents are necessary impeachment and
cannot be obtained from an alternative source.

Willams v. WMX Technologies.

3 (citing
Inc.

, 112 F.3d 175. 177 (5th Cir. 1997)

FN8.

Id.

High Tech

(citing

at 6

*3 The Stolzle defendants submit that they curently

Communications. Inc. v. Panasonic Co.

represent individuals in toxic exposure/personal

1995 WL 45847 at *6 (E.D.La.. Feb. 2,

injur litigation against the Southern Scrap plaintiffs.
Defendants fuher

(11) underlying cases " were fted in Louisiana

Nineteenth Judicial District and are still pending, to
wit:

Harmason v. Southern Scrap Material Co. , Inc.

Docket No. 415

360 "

Curry v. Southern Scrap

Material Co. Docket No. 421

244 "

Southern Scrap Material Co.

; and

421

Banks v.

023 "

Essentially, the StoIZle defendants argue that
Southern Scrap s discovery

requests demand the

production of nearly every document maintained in

client and attorney work ftes of the aforesaid
underlyig toxic tort litigation, and Stolzle submits
that certin documents are protected by the work
product and/or attorney- client privileges. Per the
Cour' s October 16 , 2002 order, Stolzle submitted a
tabular log identifIed as Exhbit " B" which identifIes
each of eighty- five (85) docwnents withheld , along
with the corresponding documents in tabbed binders
for

in camera

1995) , inter alia).

advise that thee of the " eleven

review. Stolzle notes that the list of

eighty- fIve documents was narrowed down from an
October II , 2002 privilege log, which previously
identifIed tens of thousands of pages of privileged
documents.

The Stolzle

defendants ,

along with

the other

defendants in ths case , accuse Southern Scrap of

attemptig to use this RICO action to circwnvent
Louisiana s

scope of discovery regarding expert in

the pending
identified in an

state cour litigation i.e. expert"
artcle 863 hearig in the underlying

state cour
fFN91 Finally, the Stolzle
defendants submit that sureilance videos
litigations.

all

photographs
and
communcations with
prospective clients are clearly subject to the work
product doctre and the attorney- client privilege.
fFNI01

FN9. See id.

at p. 8

Proc. Ar. 1424

(noting

inter alia,

La. Civ. Code

of

recogning that

under Louisiana law there is an

absolute

privilege againt the discovery of writing,
mental imressions , conclusions or opinons
of an expert or any attorney).
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testiony are protected work product; (5) documents
FNlO. ld. at 11- 12.

tht set out a case plan of action and discuss

legal

issues among co-counel are protected work product;
(6) case expense reports , invoices , and biling for

The Flemig defendats have submitted their own
documents for

in camera

reveal legal strategies and attorney client

review. In addition to the

communcations; (7) communcations with expert

arguents made by the Stolzle
Flemig defendants

expert and attorneys are privileged because they

tabbed binder of

privilege log and corresponding

defendants , the

are protected; (8) discussions of expert testig

results

contend tht Southern Scrap has

are protected work product because they

reveal

failed to demonstrate either substantial need or the

inability to discover the same evidence by other

P.

26(b)(3)
Fed. Civ.
means as required by
Moreover, the Flemig defendats submit that the
following categories of documents are protected

attorney thoughts and impressions; (9)

communcations between attorney and client are
covered by the attorney client privilege; and (lO)
discussions with and inonntion received from
clients are privileged.

rFN 111

work product, to wit: (I) correspondence among co-

counel relatig to legal
division of

strategy, legal issues , and

labor; (2)

FNII.

couneVco-counel

notes regarding
and testimony; (4)

See

John B. Lambremont

Sr.'s

communications; (3) attorney
depositions , subpoenas

Memorandum to Sustain Work Product and
Attorney/Client Privileges (Rec. Doc. No.

documents that set
out a case plan of action and discuss legal issues; (6)
documents that relate or refer to investigations and/or

186).

compilations of documents; (5)

factual infonntion; (7) sworn statements; and (8)
defendants' communications with experts.

*4 Ken Stewar submitted his privilege log and
corresponding tabbed binder of eighty (80)
documents withheld under claim of privilege. To
prevent repetition

of legal arguments , Stewart

adopted the arguents set fort in the

Flemig

Defendants ' memorandum in support of sustaining
work product and attorney-client privileges. Like the
Stolzle Defendants , Stewart simlarly points out that
three of the eleven underlying cases identified in
Southern Scrap s RICO complaint remain pending in
state cour. Although he contends that certain

documents are protected from disclosure under the
federal case law as well, Stewart urges the Cour to
carefully consider that law , in conjunction with
Louisiana law strctly prohibiting disclosure of expert
documents to opposing partes.

2. DEFENDANTS'

CHALLENGES

SOUTHERN SCRA' S PRIILEGE LOG
Southern Scrap has witheld a total of twenty- two
(22) documents , which it contends are shielded from
discovery by either the work product or attorneyclient privileges , or both. The defendant attorneys
challenge the plaintiffs ' claims of privilege on the

basis that the plaintiffs waived any privilege they
may have possessed over their files by filing the
instant RICO complaint. The defendants contend that
Becnel
and "
Correspondence " are the core of plaintiffs RICO

the " the Audit Letters

the

claim. Additionally, defendants contend that the
audit letters were not prepared exclusively in
anticipation of litigation. As for the Becnel

correspondence , Ken Stewart notes that Southern
Scrap has labeled Danel Becnel as a fact witness
the alleged RICO
knowledgeable of some
violations in the underlyig cases.

of

Defendant John B. Lambremont , Sr. submitted a

privilege log, alleging both work product protection
and/or attorney-client privilege with respect to the
documents tabbed 1-4 , 6 , 7 , 12 , and 14. Defendant
Lambremont fied a

*5 The Cour will first address the applicable law
generally, and then

the parties

privilege

logs/documents serially.

memorandum in support of his

objections , arguing more specifically tht: (I)
Southern Scrap has not demonstrated substantial need

or inability to discover the same evidence by other
means; (2) the mere denial of an association- in- fact
does not effect a waiver of the applicable privileges;

(3) correspondence and communications among co-

counel relatig to legal

strategy, legal issues , and

division of labor are protected

work product; (4)

attorney notes regarding depositions , subpoenas , and
Copr.

III. THE LAW

l. WORK-PRODUCT DOCTRI
The attorney work-product privilege fust established
329 U.S. 495 (1947) , and
Hickman v. Tavlor.
Fed.RCiv. P. Rule 26(b)(3) for civil
codified in
discovery, protects from disclosure materials
in

prepared by or for an attorney in

West 2003 No Claim to Orig. U. S. Govt. Works
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Varel

litigation.

Bane One Caoital Partners. Inc.

v.

1997 WL 86457

(N. D. Tex.

D. 402. 403 (M.

cour have reaffed

Since

the work-product

policy" on which

Inc.. 145

Hickman
the " strong public

La. 1992)).

grounded. The Supreme Cour in

privilege is
is

essential that a lawyer work with a certin degree of
observed that if discovery of
privacy" and
work product were permtted " much of what is not

fuer

was to aid in possible

document

futue litigation.
*6 Davis.
636 F. 2d at 1039 . The determtion that
one or more of the documents were not prepared by

counel is not necessarly dispositive
as

of the

inqui,

26(b)(3) protects documents prepared by a

Rule

par' s

Uo;ohn Co.

449 U.S. 383 (1981) found tht " it

United States.

creation of the

Blockbuster

(citing

McComb Video.

v.

Entertainment Corv.

supra,

Page 5

agent from discovery, as long as they were

United States
Nobles. 422 U. S. 225 (1975) fFN121 the Supreme

prepared in anticipation of litigation. In
v.

Cour explained:

put down in wrtig

would remain unwritten " and
that " the interests of clients and the cause of justice
would be poorly served.
Upjohn 449 U. S. at 397-

998; see also

In re Grand Jurv Proceedinf!s.

175. 190 (2nd Cir. 2000)

v.

United States

FN12.

AIdman.

most
frequently is asserted as a bar to discovery in
civil litigation, its role in assurg the proper
justice system is
functionig of the
even more vital. The interests of society and
the accused in obtainng a fair and accurate
although the work-product doctre

crial

. a part may obtain discovery of documents and
tangible thgs otherwse discoverable under
of ths rule and

other party's

resolution of the question of guilt or
inocence demand that adequate safeguards
thorough preparation and

prepared in
by or for that

or for tral

assure the

(including the other

representative

part' attorney, consultant, surety, indemntor
inurer or agent) only upon a showig that the

U.S. at 238.

At its core, the work-product doctre

mental processes

obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by
other means.
Fed. Civ. P. 26(b)(3) (emphasis added). Federal

privileged area

v.

Naquin

., 2002

Unocal Corp

WL 1837838 *2 (E.
(citing

Dunn

v.

State

therefore necessary that the
material
prepared by agents for the

Cir. 1991 )

in anticipation of litigation as the "pri purose
In Re Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Co..
See
214 F.3d 586. 593 n. 19 (5th Cir. 2000) (citing
test.

precedents in

United States

v.

El Paso Co.

, 682 F.
v. Davis.

530. 542 (5th Cir. 1982) and United States
636 F. 2d 1028. 1040 (5th Cir.1981) ). The

purose test, coined by the Fifth Circuit in

priry
Davis,

states:

with which be can analyze and

compilation of materials in preparation of tral. It is
doctre protect

La. 2002) (Wilkon, M. J.)
Farm,
927 F. 2d 869. 875 (5th

The Fifth Circuit describes the standard for
detennng whether a document has been prepared

shelters the

attorney, providing a

litigation in our adversarial system. One of those
realities is that attorneys often must rely on the
assistance of investigators and other agents in the

partes ' assertons that certin

See

of the

prepare his client' s case. But the doctre is an
intensely practical one , grounded in the realities of

inonntion is protected from disclosure by the work
product doctre.

422

presentation of each side of the case.

part seekig discovery has substantial need of the
materials in the preparation of the par' s case and
that the part is unable without undue hardship to

law govern the

to crial

proceedings. The Cour observed tht,

Fed.RCiv. P. 26(b)(3) provides that
subdivision (b)( 1)

Nobles the Supreme Cour applied

219 F.

134 F. 3d 1194. 11967(2nd Cir. 1998)

anticipation of litigation

In

the work-product doctre

attorney

well as those prepared by the attorney hielf.
422 U.S. at 238-

Nobles.
both

Hickman

and

(emphasis added). In

Nobles , supra the Supreme Cour

recogned that the " the

work- product doctre

distict from and broader than the attorney- client

privilege. Hickman
S. at 238 n. 11.

Nobles, 422

329 U.S. at 508;

The doctre protects not only

materials prepared by a part, but also materials

fFN131 or a representative of

prepared by a co-part

a par, including attorneys , consultants , agents , or

investigators.

Nobles.

422 U.S. at 228 fFN141

It is admittedly diffcult to reduce to a neat fonnula
the relationship between the preparation of a

possible litigation necessary to
trgger the protection of the work product doctre.

FN13.

We conclude that litigation need not necessarily be

(noting that disclosure of documents by

have suggested , as long

relators to co- part the United States and its
representatives does not result in waiver and

document and

inuent, as some cour
as the

primary motivating purpose behind the
Copr.

Co..

See

United States

2002 WL 1483085 *l n. 6
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that the joint defense privilege , an extension
of the attorney-client privilege , also applies

in the context of work-product imunty).

response to a parcular circumtance. If the

docwnent would have been created regardless of
whether the litigation was also expected to ensue
the document is deemed to be created in the

ordinry course of business and not in anticipation
FNI4.

449 U. S.

UR;ohn Co..

at 400:

.. 682 F. 2d

States v. EI Paso Co

United
530. 543

(5th Cir. 1982 cert. denied 466 U. S.
(1984)

Work product imunty

944

If a part or its attorney

anticipation of prior

Hickman,

prepares a document in the

from discovery even if the part
extends to docwnents

issues and facts. The work product privilege
recogned in

Piatkowski v. Abdon Callais Offhore, LLC.
2000 WL 1145825. at *2 (E.D. La. Aug. 11. 2000)

ordiar course of business , it will not be protected

termnated
litigation, regardless of the interconnectedness of the

prepared in

of litigation.
*7

supra

when the litigation for which
prepared has ended.
fF151 In

does not evaporate

the docwnent was
In re Grand Jury

43 F. 3d 966 (5th Cir. 1994) ,
Circuit observed:

Proceedinf!s.

the

is aware tht

docwnent may also be usefu in the event
litigation. Naquin v.. Unocal Corp. , 2002

La. Aug. 12.

1837838 *7 m.

2002)

of

(internal

quotation marks omitted). The part seekig
protection from discovery bears the burden of

showig that
product.

the disputed documents are

work-

rFN161

the Fifth

FNI6.
Felterman.

FN15. See In re Grand Jurv Proceedinf!s, 43
3d 966. 971 (5th Cir.1994) (notig that
Rule 26 nor its well-sprig
neither
place any temporal constraints on
(Hickman)

(W.

Id

at *6

(citing

Guzzino v.

D. 59.

174 F.
La. 1997) (Tynes , M. J.

Hodf!es,

Kaufmann v. United States, 768

Grant

2d 719. 721 (5th Cir. 1985)

the privilege).

The work product doctre protects two categories of

The emerging majority view among the circuits
which have strggled with the issue thus far seems
to be that the work product privilege does not
extend to subsequent

litigation. One circuit,

the

materials prepared in anticipation of litigation,

fact

and opinon work product. To obtain fact or ordinary
work-product
seeking discovery of such
material must make a showing of " substantial need.

, a part

Thid Circuit, appears to extend the work product

Fed R Civ P 26(b)(3) . However, absent a showing of

privilege only to " closely related"

compellng

litigation.

In re Grand Jurv Proceedings.

798. 803-

04 (3rd Cir. 1979) . A

subsequent

broader view

exemplified by the Fourh and Eighth Circuits ,

that the privilege

is

extends to all subsequent

litigation, related or not.
!d.
at 971 (agreeing that the privilege extends to

subsequent litigation but fmding no need to choose
between the two views since the subsequent litigation
was " closely related" to the first).

The law is settled that " excluded from work product

doctre are

materials assembled in the ordinary

course of business

need and the inability to discover

or pursuant to public

requirements unelated to litigation. United States v.
EI Paso Co. 682 F. 3d 530 , 542 (5th Cir. 1982) (citing
Rule 26(b)(3) advisory commttee notes)).
Factors that cours rely on to determne the primary

evidencing mental impressions of counel
conclusions , opinons and legal theories of an
attorney are not

materials determed to

be attorney-work product

is on the part seekig

production.

rFN191

FN17. See Conkling v. Turner,
883 F.
431. 434- 35 (5th Cir.1989) In Re Grand
Jurv Proceedinf!s.

Partners. Inc..

219 F. 3d 175. 190 (2nd

Varel v. Banc One Capitol

(Boyle M. J.

to prepare that tye of docwnent or

whether the document was instead prepared in
Copr.

Indeed

should be disclosed

the retention of counsel , his involvement in the

routie practice

(FN171

actig on behalf of his client in anticipation of
litigation.
rFN181 The burden of establishig that

Cir. 2000)

document and whether it was

discoverable.

opposing counsel may rarely, if ever, use discovery
mechanisms to obtain the research, analysis of legal
theories , mental impressions , and notes of an attorney

motivation for the creation of a document include
generation of the

the

substantial equivalent by other means , work product

604 F.
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FN18.

Dunn v. State Farm Fire &
927 F. 2d 869. 875 (5th

See

Casualty Co..

Cir. 1991)

FN22.

768 F. 2d 719. 721 (5th

United States.

Co. v. United

2. A

449 U.S. 383. 389

States.

(1981 ))

Cir. 1985)

FN19.

United States v. Edwin Edwards. 303
(citing
Up;ohn

F.3d 606. 618 (5th Cir. 2002)

Kaufmann v.

Hodges. Grant

FN23. !d.

768 F. 2d at 721.

Hodges.

3. WAIR OF PRIEGE

TIORNY CLIENT PRlVILEGE

Federal cour look to various sources , including
tie-honored Wigmore formulation setting forth the
various elements of the privilege , to wit: " (1) Where

legal advice of any kid

is sought (2) from a

professional legal adviser in his capacity as such , (3)
the communcations relatig

to that purose ,

made in confdence (5) by the client,

(4)

(6) are at his

intance permnently protected (7) from disclosure
by hielf or by the legal adviser, (8) uness waived.
fFN201 Relyig on the Wigmore standard , Judge

Federal law applicable to waiver of attorney client

privilege provides that disclosure of any signficant
porton of a confdential communcation waives the
privilege as to the whole.
fFN241 Waiver of the
privilege in an attorney- client communication
extends to all other communcations relatig to the
In re Pabst

same subject matter.

Licensing. GmbH

2001 WL 1135465. at *4 (E.D.La.

Patent Litigation.

Sept. 24. 2001)

Alvin B Rubin observed:

FN20.

Naauin v.

Unocal.

FN24. See also Nguven v. Excel Corv.. 197
3d 200. 207 (5th Cir. 1999) Alldread v.
City of Grenada.
988 F.2d 1425. 1434 (5th
Cir. 1993 ) Patently, a voluntary disclosure
of inormtion which is inconsistent with the
confdential natue of the attorney- client

2002 WL

1837838. *2 (E.D.La.

(Wilkon, M.
2292m
(quoting,
8 J. Wigmore Evidence
at 554 (McNaughton rev. 1961)).

relationship waives the privilege. "

The oldest

of the privileges for confidential
communications , the attorney- client privilege

protects communications made in confdence by
client to his lawyer for the purose of obtaing

legal advice. The privilege also protects

communications from the lawyer to his client, at
least if they would tend to disclose the confdential
fFN211

communications.

*8 Applyig federal law, the Fifth Circuit in
Conkling v. Turner 883 F.3d 431 (5th Cir. 1989) held
that the plaintiff waived the attorney- client privilege
and work product protection as to the issue of
own knowledge where the plaintiff had " injected (the
issue) into (the)
Circuit in

Conkling

litigation.

at 435. The Fifth

ld.

fuer observed:

The attorney- client privilege was
FN21.

Hodf!es. Grant

United States.

768 F. 2d

Kaufmann v.
719. 720- 21 (5th

Cir. 1985)

intended as a

shield, not a sword. When confdential

communications are made a material issue
judicial proceeding, fairess

in a

demands treatig the

defense as a waiver of privilege. The great weight
of authority holds that the attorney- client

The burden of establishing the existence of an

attorney-client privilege , in all of its elements ,

rests

with the part assertg it. Although ths oldest and
most venerated of the common law privileges of
confdential communications

serves important

interests in the federal judicial system (FN221

it is

not absolute and is subject to several exceptions.

privilege

is waived when a litigant places inormtion
protected by it in issue though some affmntive
act for his own benefit, and to allow the privilege

to protect againt disclosure of such inormtion
would be mafestly unair to the opposing part.
Conkling.

883 F. 2d at 434 (citations and iner
fFN251

quotation marks omitted).

fFN231 These exceptions also apply in the context of

work-product immunity, and thus waiver
discussed under that separate heading below.

is
FN25.

The Second Circuit in

v. Blizerian.

United States

926 F. 2d 1285 (2nd Cir.l99i)
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simlarly recogned tht implied

waiver

may be found where the privilege holder
assert a claim

that in fairess requires

examition of protected communcations.

Fairess considerations arise

at 1292.

Id.

to use the privilege

where the
both as a sword and a shield the
quintessential example being the defendant
part attempts

who assert an advice-of-counel

not supply the

See
In re
client and work- product privieges.
International Svstems and Control Corporations

Cir. 1982) (FN31 J The cour have evolved a two
prima facie
predicate , to
element test for the requisite
wit:

defense

Id.

privilege as to the advice he received.

In re Grand Jurv Proceedings. 219

3d at 182.

However, in light of the distictive purose
underlyig the work product doctre , a general

subject-matter waiver of work-product imunty
waranted only when the facts relevant to a narow
issue are in dispute and have been disclosed in such a
way that it would be unair to deny the other part
access to facts relevant to the same subject matter.
(CJour have recogned subject-matter waiver of
work-product in instances where a part deliberately
disclosed work product in order to gain a

advantage and in

693 F. 2d 1235. 1242 (5th

Securities Litigation.

and is thereby deemed to have waived the
see also

predcate necessar to
attorney

prima facie

invoke the crie- fraud exception to the

The crie/fraud exception

FN27.

recognes that because the client has no
legitite interest in seeking lega,! advice in
plannng futue crial activities , ... society
had no interest in facilitatig such
communcations " and thus " demonstrates
the policy: persons should be free to consult
their attorney for legitite puroses. In re
Burlington Northern.
822 F. 2d 518. 524 (5th
In re International Svstems
Cir. 1987) (citing
Control Comoration Securities
Litigation.
693 F. 2d 1235. 1242 (5th
Cir. 1982))

(iner quotation marks omitted).

tactical

instances where a par made

testionial use of work-product and then attempted

FN28.

Garner v.

430 F.2d

Wolfinbarf!er.

1093. 1102 (5th Cir. 1970).

to invoke the work-product doctrine to avoid crossexamiation. (FN26J
FN29.

Edwards.

United States v. Dver.

FN26.

Varel v. Banc One . Capital
1997 WL 86457 *3 (N.

See

Partners. Inc..

Tex. (citing
United States v. Nobles. 422
U.S. 225. 228 (1975) and In re United Mine
Workers.

(D.

159 F.

D. 307. 310-

Cir. 1994)

(5th Cir. 1983) )
omitted). In

303 F.3d at 618 (quoting
722 F. 2d 174. 177

case

Edwards

governent was the

covered by the attorney- client privilege. The
burden by

governent carred its
establishig a prim facie

to both the attorney- client

privilege and work product immunity is the crimefraud exception.
rFN27) Essentially, communcations

the

proponent of
informtion sought that was otherwse
case that Cecil

Brown was using his lawyer s

Another exception

maks

(internal quotation
the

services to

cover up crimes related to his extorton of
LRGC/NORC which involved payments
made to Brown in exchange for his

made by a client to his attorney during or before the

guarantee of obtainng river boat gambling

commssion of a crime or fraud for the purose of

licenses for the aforesaid organiation

!d.

being guided or assisted in its commssion are not
rFN281 The privilege may be overcome
where the communication or work product is

privileged.

intended to

FN30.

Edwards.

303 F. 3d at 618

fuer crial or fraudulent. activity.

rFN29J The proponent of the otherwise privileged
evidence has the burden of establishig a

prima facie

case that the attorney- client relationship was intended

to fuher crimial or fraudulent activity and the
focus is on the client' s purose in seeking legal
advice.
rFN301 Although the pleadings in a case may
be unusually detailed , as they are in the instant case
the pleadings are not evidence. Bare

allegations

will

FN31. See also
Minute Entr Order dated
May 30 , 2002 (citing In re International Sys.
Controls Corp. Sec. Litigation, supra
observing that Southern Scrap presents only
allegations in support of its effort to breach
the walls of the subject privileges , and
holding that
position has been
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specifically rejected by Fifth

Circuit

First,

showig of a

prima facie

there must be a

ths case are not accountant work- product.

Intead

they are attorney work product of the opinion/mental

precedent) (Rec. Doc. # 90).

imression/litigation strategy

geme. Moreover

Southern Scrap is a closely- held corporation, and

violation suffciently serious to defeat the work

thus any report was to be made to its Board and not

product privilege. Second, the cour must fid
some valid relationship between the work product

to the public.

prima facie

under subpoena and the

violation.

*9Id.

More thn once ,
mere voluntar

Bearing all these basic priciples in mid, the Cour
will examine the challenged documents submitted for
in camera
inpection.

the Fifth Circuit ha held that the
disclosure of work-product to a thd

person is insuffcient in itself to waive the work
product privilege.
fF331 This is not one of those
cases where a

part deliberately diclosed work-

product in order to obtain a

tactical advantage or

where a part made testimonial use of work-product
and then attempted to invoke the work-product

IV. ANALYSIS

doctre to avoid cross-examiation.

rFN341

1. SOUTHERN SCRA' S DOCUMNTS
FN33. See In re Grand Jurv Proceedings. 43
F.3d 966. 970 (5th Cir. 1994) Shields v.

A. Audit Letters

The plaintiff corporations have carried their burden
their privilege claim. In
ths case , the work product doctre clearly applies to
the audit letters (tabs 1-4) prepared and sent by
Michael Meyer , counel for Southern Scrap, to
Deloitte & Touche and Price Waterhouse (" Deloitte
& Touche rFN321 The documents were generated
at the request of general counsel for Southern Scrap

Co..

Sturm. RUf!er

Cir. 1989)

of proof of demonstrating

see also

Capital Partners. Inc..

864 F.2d 379, 382 (5th
Varel v. Banc One

1997 WL 86457 *2

Tex.

(N.

FN34.

Cf

United States v. Nobles.

225, 228 (975)

422 U.

In re Mine Workers of

and set forth a summary of all ongoing litigation, as
well as counsel's mental impressions , opinons , and

American Emplovee Benefit Plans
159 F. R.D.307, 310-

litigation strategy. The comments of the cour

(D.

108 F.

Tronitech. Inc. v. NCR Corporation.

Litif!ation.

Cir. 1994)

D. 655.

656 (S. D.Ind. 1985) are on point, to wit:

Considering that the plaintiffs have amended their
complaint in

pertent part deletig its

allegations

FN32. Because the work-product doctrine

blamig the attorney defendants for the destrction of

applies in the case of documents submitted

Cour wil not address the issue of whether

their business , defendants cannot now argue placingat-issue waiver. Concomitantly, the defendants have
failed to make the requisite showing of compelling

the attorney- client

need Absent that showing, the audit letters are not

for

in camera

review by Southern Scrap, the

privilege or some other

privilege is applicable.

An audit letter is not prepared

discoverable because the letters consist almost
in the ordinary

course of business but rather arises only in the
event of litigation. It is prepared because of the
litigation, and it is comprised of the sum total of
the attorney
conclusions and legal theories
concernng that litigation. Consequently, it should
be protected by the work product privilege.
Id.

The audit letters were not prepared by or at the
direction of Deloitte & Touche. Intead, the letters
were prepared by outside counsel at the request of

s general counsel with an eye toward
litigation then ongoing. Clearly, the audit letters in

Southern Scrap

entiely of opinon work product, mental impressions
and litigation strategies of the plaintiffs ' counsel.
Moreover, Michael Meyer is listed as a witness and
available for deposition, and thus , the substantial
equivalent is available through other methods of
discovery.
fF351 The Fifth Circuit has held that the
cost of one or even a few depositions is not suffcient
to justify discovery of work product. Moreover, with
the exception of the
Edwards
litigation, the lawsuits
addressed by the audit letters are totally irelevant to
the underlying litigation or claims and defenses made
in the RICO complaint , are simlarly unikely to lead
to the discovery of relevant and are admssible

evidence.
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documents otherwse protected by the work
United States v. Medica-Rents Co..
2002 WL 1483085 (N. D.Tex. (Means , 1)

product doctre

FN35.

(notig disclosure

bears the

burden of

materials should be
Hodges.
768 F . 2d at

establishig tht the

to a co-part does not

disclosed.

result in waiver of the work-product doctre

721).

Id. (citing

and, tht in any event , the inormtion

contained in the documents could have been
readily obtainable though other means).

fF381

Becnel Letters

FN38. Unless previously produced,

B. The Becnel Letters

fax

cover sheets which bear no confdential
communcations , mental impressions or
opinons must be produced as they contain

*10 The Becnel letters are located at tabs 5 though

22 of Southern

Scrap s

binder submitted for

inpection. These letters consist of

camera

Southern Scrap notes that Becnel argued a

motion on its behalf in the underlying

See

no protected data.

communcations by and between various Southern
Scrap attorney , one of them is Daniel Becnel.

American Medical

1999 WL 970341 *4

Svstems. Inc..

(E.D.La. Dixie Mil Supplv Co..
D. at 559 (E. La. 1996).

Dauber

Inc.. 168

Houston

litigation. Plaintiffs correctly note the fallacy in the
defendants ' argument tht

materials sent or disclosed

privileged. The
Becnel letters listed below are aptly characterized as
attorney work-product in that they set forth opinons
to Becnel (a non-part) are not

strategies ,

legal theories ,

and mental impressions of

counel , and thus are not subject to disclosure absent
a showing of compelling need and the inability to
obtain the inormtion elsewhere.
As in the case of the audit letters , Southern Scrap has
not waived the privilege by disclosure to a thid part

Tab 5 Fax

Cover Letter from Jack Alltmont

(counel/parter Sessions)

(counel/parter Stone Pigm), and

Michael Meyer

(counel/Southern Scrap) regarding the

case

Houston

and containing counsel's mental impressions and
litigation strategy.
Tab 6 Fax

Letter from Matthew

(General COWlel)

or by " placing at issue " the inormtion. Becnel is
one of many attorneys , who represent the plaintiff
scrap metal companies in the underlying litigation.

regarding

Daniel Becnel is listed as a witness and will be made

impressions about

available for deposition to speak to the issue of the
Houston
litigation inter alia.
Moreover the
defendants have failed to show either compelling
fFN371
fFN361 or even substantial need.

to Brandt Lorio (in house

counel Southern Scrap), Daniel E. Becnel, Jr.
(counel/Southern Scrap), Rick Sarver

to Daniel

A. Ehrlicher

Becnel

(Counsel/Southern Scrap), Rick Sarver, Michael

Meyer and Jack Alltmont (Counsel/Southern
Houston

Scrap)

case strategy and mental

upcomig work to be done

Tab 7 Fax Letter from Jack Alltmont to Matthew
Ehrlicher (General Counsel), Daniel E. Becnel ,

Jr.

Rick Sarer, and Michael Meyer (Counsel/Southern
Scrap), regarding
Houston
case and enclosing draft
motion, and discussing legal strategy, legal theory,

FN36. Although opinon work product,

which conveys
conclusions ,

tht

opinons , strategies , or legal

theories of an attorney has been accorded
almost absolute protection by some cours , it
may neverteless become discoverable when

mental imressions are at issue in a case.
However, the requisite showig is one of
compelling need.
Conoco. Inc. v. Boh Bros.
Construction Co.
191 F. D. 107. 118
(W. La. 1998) (citing
In re International
Svstems.

693 F. 2d

and mental imressions of counsel.

the mental impressions

Tab 8. Fax Letter from Michael Meyer to Daniel
Becnel , copied to counsel for Southern Scrap, Ned
Diefenthal , Matthew Ehrlicher, Jack Alltmont, and
Richard Sarver regarding upcoming hearig in the
Houston
case , statig mental impressions and
strategy.

Tab 9 Fax Letter from Jack Alltmont to Southern
Scrap counel , Matthew EHRLICHER, Daniel

Becnel , Rick Sarver and Michael Meyer regarding
case , discussing correspondence from Jack
Kemp, strategy and mental impressions.

at 1242).

Houston

FN37. The part

seeking production of
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Tab 10 Fax Letter ITom Jack

Alltmont to Southern

Scrap counel, Mattew EHRLICHER, Danel
Becnel, Rick Sarer and Michael Meyer regardig
case, discussing conversation with ITom
Jack Kemp, strategy and mental imressions.

Becnel regarding Houston case and outling oral
arguent in that case and containg mental
imressions of counsel and strategy for the hearig.

Houston

*11 Tab 11 Fax Letter ITom Rick Sarver to Southern

Tab 22 Duplicate of the document discussed at Tabs
7 and 15 but with the draft motion attched, with
attorney s notes on the face of the document.

Scrap counel, Matthew EHRLICHER, Daniel
Houston
case
Becnel, and Jack Alltmont regarding
discussing strategy and giving mental impressions.

Alltmont to
Southern Scrap counsel Brandt Lorio , Daniel Becnel
Tab 12 Fax Correspondence ITom Jack

Rick Sarver, and Michael Meyer

enclosing the

judgment ITom Judge Ramsey dismissing the
Houston
case and May 16 , 2001 letter ITom John
Lambremont to Judge Ramsey and contain mental

imression and strategy of counel regarding

tht

case.

Tab 13 A duplicate

2. DEFENDANS' PRIVILEGE LOG ENTRIES
Prior to addressing the individual categories of
documents challenged by Southern Scrap, the Cour
wil resolve the plaintiffs ' claim of " placing-at- issue
waiver in the context of

parcular case ,

this

to wit:

whether by denying the allegation of the existence of
an " association- in- fact" (RICO) enterprise the
defendant attorneys have placed-at- issue ordinary and
opinon attorney work-product in the underlyig state
litigation. For reasons set fort below, the Cour
answers
this
question in the negative.

of the fax correspondence

contained in the binder at Tab 5.

This
in

Tab 14 Fax Letter ITom Jack

Alltmont to Southern

Scrap counel, Matthew Ehrlicher, Daniel Becnel
Rick Sarver and Michael Meyer regarding the

Houston
case enclosing a draft motion for sumry
judgment, and discussing legal theory, strategy and
mental impressions of couneL

Tab 15 Duplicate of the document discussed at Tab 7
but includes 4 fax transmittal sheets.

precise issue was addressed by the Fift

Cir. 1987).

The

Circuit

822 F. 2d 518 (5th

In re Burlington Northern Inc..

case ,

In re Burlington

involved the

plaintiffs antitrst claim againt defendant railroads
which allegedly conspired to prevent the constrction
of a coal slury pipeline , and did so by fiing and

fFN391 The plaintiff

defending various lawsuits.

ETSI sought discovery of documents relatig

to those

underlyig lawsuits and the railroads resisted
discovery on the grounds of attorney- client and work

product privileges. The Fift

Circuit observed:

Tab 16 Duplicate of the document discussed at Tab

10 but includes

2 fax

transmittal sheets and I

FN39.

ETSI claimed

that the defendant

railroads unawfully conspired

transmision report.

to prevent

delay or make more expensive the pipeline

Tab 17 Duplicate of the document discussed at Tab
11 but includes fax transmittl sheet.

Tab 18 Fax Letter ITom Jack

Alltmont to Southern

Scrap Counsel ,

Mattew Ehrlicher, Danel Becnel
Rick Sarver and Michael Meyer regarding the
Houston
case , enclosing draft letter showing mental
impressions of counsel and includes fax cover sheets
and confmntion.

constrction , because they were afraid of
losing business to the pipeline ETSI was
attemptig to build ITom Wyoming to
Arkansas. The railroads allegedly engaged
in sham admnistrative and judicial
challenges to ETSI in its attempts to secure
crossing rights , water rights , inter alia , until
ETSI abandoned the pipeline project in
1984.

In re Burlington.

822 F. 2d 518. 520

(5th Cir. 1987)

Tab 19 Duplicate of the document discussed at Tab
, with letter ITom Bruce Kemp attached, and letter
from Alltmont to Kemp also attched.

*12 It (ETSI) argues that an antitrt
who relies on

Noerr- Pennington

defendant

bears the burden

notes , and thus , not discoverable.

of proving the genuineness of
his
petitioning
activities , and , having thus injected
his
good faith
into the case , waives any privilege to documents
bearing on that issue. We disagree.

Tab 21 Fax transmission ITom Rick Sarver to Daniel

We cannot accept the proposition that a defendant
in an antitrt suit who relies on the protection

Tab 20 Duplicate of documents discussed at Tabs 10
and 16 , but also

contains handwritten attorneys
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afforded by

Noerr-Pennington

the right to keep

necessariy gives up
Il communcations with his

attorney confdential. Such a rue certinly

cannot

attorney/client and work product privileges
evaporate "

and will not serve "

to shield such dramtic
Id.

evidence form the fmder of fact."

at 534.

be justified on the basis of waiver. Ths is not
case where a part has asserted a claim or defense
that explicitly relies on the existence or absence of

the very communcations for which he claims

a

United States v. Woodall. 438
2d 13l7, 1324- 26 (5th Cir. 1970) cert. denied,
403 U. S. 933 (1971) . A defendant who relies on
privilege.

See,

e.

merely denies the existence of

Noerr- Pennington

an anti- trst

violation.

Cf Areeda

at 4 (The

doctrine is in par an ' exception' or ' immunity'
from norml antitrst priciples ... but it pricipally

reflects the absence of any antitrst

violation to

sta with. " ). Accordingly, a plaintiff attempting to
mae an antitrst case based on conduct tht

*13 Notwthtanding the foregoing, Southern Scrap
contends that the documents withheld by the varous
defendant attorneys do not constitute work product.

Additionally, and in the

event

that the Cour

disagrees with their position, Southern Scrap argues

tht it has made the requisite showig necessar to

obtain discovery of ordinary work-product
substantial need and the inability to obtain the

substantial equivalent elsewhere. The Cour
hereinafter addresses the challenged documents

categorically as did Southern Scrap in its

Memorandum challenging the defendant attorneys
entres.
See
Plaintiffs
Challenges to the Defendants ' Various Privilege Log

various privilege log

involves lobbyig or litigation bears the burden to
show that such activity is not protected petitionig
Coastal States 694 F. 2d at 1372 n. 46;
but a sham.
Mohammad 586 F. 2d 543. We do not see how it
can be said that the railroads waived their privilege

Including Fee Splitting Agreements Joint

when it is ETSI who filed this lawsuit and who

Representation Agreement, Business Development

seeks to rely on attorney/client communcations

Plans

and work product to prove its claim.
In re Burlinf!ton.
822 F. 2d at 533 . The Fifth Circuit
explained:
is based on priciples that
Noerr-Pennington
individuals have a right to petition the governent
and that governent has a need for the inormtion

provided by such petitioning. As we noted earlier
in th opinon, the protection afforded by the
attorney/client privilege fuers these principles.
Under the rule ETSI suggests , whenever a

Entres (Rec. Doc. # 194).

A. Documents Evidencing Business Relations

Inormtion relatig to billing, contigency fee
contracts ,

fee-splittng arrangements , hourly rates

hours spent by attorneys workig on litigation, and
payment of attorney s fees does not fall withi the
(FN401
attorney- client or the work product privilege.
Moreover, the work product doctre does not protect

documents and materials assembled in the ordin

course of business. These documents do not concern
the client' s litigation, but rather concern a business

competitor fies a lawsuit alleging that some earlier

agreement to split fees by and between the defendant

petitionig was a sham and the defendant denies
the allegation, the defendant would lose his

attorneys and their respective law finns regarding
extant business and other business which may be

privilege. Ths result would be inconsistent with
Noerr-Pennington
and the attorney/client
privilege. Attorney/client documents may be quite
helpful in makig out a claim of sham, but this is
not a sufficient basis for abrogatig the privilege.
!d.
The Fift Circuit concluded that
Noerrrequires a
prima facie
fmding that the
Pennington
partcular litigation was a sham to warrant discovery
of documents intially protected by the attorney/client

developed.

both

Id.

privilege or work product immunty.

In

In re

Burlington, supra the Fifth Circuit detenned that
the distrct cour acted improperly in granting ETSI's
motion to compel discovery without makig the

proper predicate factual detennnation that the
individual petitioning activities in which the
defendant railroads were engaged were sham

FN40.

See

In re Central Gulf

Lines.

2001

WL 30675 * 2 (E.D.La. (Livaudais , J.
(notig that transmittl letters , letters sent
for review by both legal and non- legal staff
investigation documents containig factual

and

informtion regarding

investigation

the result of the

business
recommendations , but not as a legal service

or to render a legal opinon, or client fee
arrangements are

not protected

by

SherwinWL 506015

Tonti Properties v. The

privilege);

Willams Company.

2000

prima facie
Id.
at 534. However, once a
showing is made demonstrating that the underlyig

c.J. Calamia Construction Co..
Inc. v. Ardco/Traverse Lift Co. , LLC. 1998
WL 395130 *2 (E.D.La. (Clement, J.

that moment the

(noting that biling statements and records

lawsuits.

litigation is a sham, " then

at
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La.

reveal the amount of tie

are not privileged).

spent, the amount biled, and the tye of fee
arngement are fully subject to discovery
and, simlarly, the purose for which an
attorney was retained and the steps taken by

(I) Frederick Stolzle Privilege Log

the attorney in discharging his obligations

Number 11:

Confidentiality Agreement dated July 14 , 1995

Not

Number 12:

Joint Representation Arrangement dated July 24 , 1995

Not

Number 13:

Fee Arrangement dated July 24 , 1995

Not

Number 39:

Business Offer dated January 25 , 2001

Number 40:

Discussing Litigation Management dated 1- 25sets forth mental impressions regarding various
sui ts against Southern Scrap. There is no showing
of compelling need. The information is otherwise
available via deposition of Frank Dudenhefer

Work Product

Number 41:

Discussing Fee Potential dated 4 - 4 -

Not

Number 42:

Fee Contracts by and between Counsel

Not

Privileged

Privileged

pri vileged

Not

Privileged

Privileged

Pri vileged

various Fee Splitting Arrangements
dated October 4 , 1995 and October 5, 1999

Number 48:

Fee Sharing Agreement dated 2- 20-

Not

Privileged
Number 49:

Confirmation of Fee Sharing Agreement

Not

Privileged

dated October 11 , 1995

Number 50:

Joint Representation Agreement

dated 3- 27Number 69:

Fee Agreement and Confidentiality

Not

Pri vileged
Not

Privileged

Agreement dated July 14, 1995 and
July 24 , 1995

Number 70:

Fee Sharing Agreement Clarification

Not

Privileged

dated July 20, 1995 and signed
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Number 71:

Not

Letter dated July 24 enclosing

Privileged

Clarification (same as Number 70)
Number 75:

Not

95 Handwritten Draft Addendum to

Pri vileged
Joint Representation Agreement

(2) John B. Lambremont Sr.'s Privilege Log

Bates 88316- 88317:

Letter from Bruce Kemp dated July 15, 1999
7 in Lambremont Binder

Not Privileged

Correspondence between co- counsel

Not Produced
in camera

NO.

Bates 27657- 27658:

No. 18 not in Lambremont binder
Bates: 27659- 27661:

Correspondence between co- counsel

Not Produced
in camera

No. 19 not in Lambremont binder

(3) Ken Stewart Privilege Log

Number 1:

Work Product

24- 96 Memorandum between counsel

Plaintiff' s strategy regarding tests for
Edwards case (previously Item Number 78) .
Number 10:

Underlying Factual

Case investigation and analysis of
of the levels of elements (previously

Data Not

Privileged

Item Number 11)

Number 14:

Underlying Factual

18- 99 Article-- Oulfport Explosion
plaintiff strategy (previously Item Number

Data Not
privileged 41

31)

Number 76

1995 Memorandum Discussing Case
Strategy and information regarding
Banks and Curry clients (previously

Work Product

Item

Number 261)

Number 252:

10- 30- 95 unidentified handwritten notes
not included for in camera review in new
privilege log listing 80 documents for in
camera review

Not Produced
in camera

Number 260

11- 16- 95 Letter Discussing Case
Strategy enclosing lists to correct

Not Produced
in camera
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errors and discrepancies

FN41. Privilege log item number 14 consists of a copy of a newspaper article
which appeared in the Baton Rouge Advocate regarding the toxic tort suit
against Southern Scrap. The article consists of non- protected factual
information, and thus, must be produced. The mere fact that an attorney is
copied with an newspaper article or document does not mean that the
underlying data or that the document itself is privileged. See United States
v. Davis, 636 F. 2d 1028, 1040- 41 (5th Cir. 1981) (unprivileged documents are
Robinson v.
not rendered privileged by depositing them with an attorney)
Automobile Dealers Association, 2003 WL 1787352 *2 (E. Tex).

(4) Fleming Group Privilege Log
Bates 8018

7/24/95 Clarification regarding
Joint Representation

Not Privileged

Bates 7847-

10/11/95 Fee Splitting Agreement

Not Privileged

Bates 6513 -

8/11/99 Revised Fee Arrangement
instructions regarding litigations
mental impressions of counsel

Work Product

handl ing

same as Lambremont 88316- 88317

Not Privileged

9/13/99 Letter Regarding Case
Division of Work

Not Privileged

Bates 5688-

9/14/99 Letter Invoice and Notice
of Breach of Agreement

Not Privileged

Bates 3688

9/3/99 Fax re Case Handling

Work Product

Bates 3677-

10- 10- 99 Fax re redoing fee arrangement
payment of case expenses

Not Privileged

Bates 3273-

11- 99 Letter
same as Bates 6513-

Work Product

Bates 3264-

10- 11- 99 Letter Requesting
Execution of New Fee Arrangement

Not Privileged

Bates 900-

12 - 8 - 97 Fee Arrangement

Not Privileged

Bates 625-

15- 96 Letter regarding legal strategy
mental impressions of counsel

Work Product

Bates 583 -

96 Proposed Fee Arrangement
regarding unrelated case not involving
Southern Scrap

Not Privileged

Bates 5704
Bates 5690-

Expenditures ,
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Bates 294

undated statement of wages and withholding
regarding unidentified individual with matching

Not Privileged

Bates 273-

August 16, 1995 Clarification
July 20, 1995 Letter Fee Agreement
same as Stolze No . 70

Not Privileged

B. Arcles , Photographs , Maps and Videos

Cour have expressed a diversity of views as to how

*14 As previously noted the work-product doctrine
an attorney in
Blockbuster Entertainment

shields materials prepared by or for
preparation for litigation.

Corp. v. McComb Video. Inc..

145 F. R.D. 402. 403

It

to resolve the issue presented.

rugfF421 However

protects two categories of
(M. La. 1992).
materials: ordinary work-product and opinon work
449 U. S. 383. 400Upjohn Co. v. U.S..
product.
See

surfaces most often in the plaintiff-personal

The doctre is not an umbrella affordig
protection to all materials prepared by a lawyer or an
agent of the client. The law of the Fifth Circuit is tht
as long as the primary motivating purose behid

the plaintiffs description of his or her

02 (1981) .

, there

though all of the
is a common thread
sureilance can be a very
jursprudence
importt aspect of the part' case. The issue
scenaro; usually,

injur

it involves the defendant'

sureilance of the plaintiff which tends to discredit
Obviously, such sureilance evidence

injuries.
gathered in

anticipation of litigation is generally protected as
work product.

the creation of the document was to aid in potential

futue litigation,

the work-product

privilege is

In re Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical
214 F. 3d 586. 593 (5th Cir. 2000) . However, if
Co.,
the materials were assembled or came into being in
the ordinary course of business , work-product
See
United States
protection does not reach that far.
682 F. 2d 530 (5th Cir. 1982)
v. EI Paso Company.
cert. denied 466 U. S. 944 (1984) Beal v. Treasure
1999 WL 461970. *3 (E. La. July 1.
Chest Casino,
1999) . Moreover, it does not extend to underlying
implicated.

See

facts relevant to the litigation.

at 395-

See

Upjohn,

. The burden of showing

were prepared

449 U.

that documents

litigation, and
therefore , constitute work-product , falls on the par
in anticipation of

seekig to protect the

documents from discovery.

St.

Inc. v. Femco Machine Co.,
173 F. R.D. 431. 432 (E. La. 1997) . The Cour now

L. 765083 (Vance , J. ) (noting the semil
case in the Fifth Circuit is Chaisson, supra);

Fortier v. State Farm Mutual
(Vance ,

Stolzle Privilege Log No. 23--

(Wilkson, J.

Defendant Stolzle argues that the sureilance video
are privileged under the

work

product doctrine and can only be produced upon a
showing of " substantial need" and " undue hardship.
The video tape and photographs at issue are clearly
work product , having been gathered in anticipation of
litigation
, Banks, et ai, inter alia.

Copr.

Martino v.

Baker, 179

R.D. 588. 590 (D. Colo. 1998) (balancing
confictig interests of partes best achieved
by requirng the production of sureilance

Ward v. CSX Trnasportation, Inc.,
D. 38. 41 (E. D.

N.

1995)

(notig

that allowing discovery of sureilance
materials prior to tral is consistent with the

discovery rules in avoiding unfair surrise at
Wegener v. Cliff Viessman, Inc.. 153
tral);

D. 154. 159 (N. D.Iowa 1994)

(disclosure of

sureilance materials is

consistent with broad discovery and the

Photographs and Exhbit Video:

and photographs

J.

Inc. v. Roe,

tu

(1) Frederick

Automobile

2000 WL 1059772 (E.D.La.
Innovative Therapy Products,
1998 WL 293995 (E.D.La.

Insurance Co.

161 F.

work-product or the attorney- client privilege.

reh' g denied &
123 (5th Cir. 1993)

513.

Menf!es v. Cliff Drillng Company. 2000

tapes);

are shielded from discovery pursuant to either the

988 F. 2d

opinion clarifed 3 F. 3d

James Stevedorinf! Co.

to the documents and items listed on
defendants ' privilege logs to determe whether they

Chiasson v. Zapata Gulf

FN42. See, e.
Marine Com.,

notion of trial as a " fair

contest"

Boyle v.

CSX Transportation, Inc.

, 142 F.

D. 435.

437 (S.

Va. 1992)

, 988 F.2d
In
Chiasson v. Zapata Gulf Marine Corp.
513. 517 (5th Cir. 1993) , the Fifth Circuit addressed

the discoverability of videotape sureillance. The
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cour held that, regardless of whether the sureilance
video has imeachment value ,

and therefore , cannot be duplicated. The
underlyig facts which may be derived fiom

it must be disclosed

the requested discovery are not

prior to tral if it is at all substantive evidence

as opposed

(FN431

evidence.

to

FN43.

The

substantive evidence as " tht which
offered to establish the trth of the matter

be determned

by

to

the trer of fact. "

988 F . 2d at 517

Chaisson.

FN44.

In

subject of the video/photographs to no avail.

cour defmed

Chaisson

has

propounded interrogatories for the purose
of discoverig the very facts which are the

at 517- 18. rFN441

Id.

fieely

discoverable. Southern Scrap

solely " imeachment

(2) John B. Lambremont, Sr. s Privilege Log

Bates Numbers 0026979- 80:
Lambremont'
Defendant Lambremont withdrew his objection to
production of this document.

Chaisson,

addition to

supra,

numerous other cour have considered the
which

discoverability of sureilance tapes ,

are intended for use at tral, and, almost

unformy, these cours have held
evidentiary fims or

tht

videotapes must be

Bates Numbers 0026982 and
Lambremont'
0026984: For the same reasons discussed above with

respect to videotape discovery witheld by the
defendant StoIzle , the defendant John Lambremont
Sr. must produce ths witheld video sureilance.

provided to the opposing part prior to tral.
Barge
E.g. Forbes v. Hawaiian Tug

Lambremont' s Bates Numbers 0088517- 0088520:

D. 505. 507- 08 (D. Hawaii

Defendant Lambremont agreed to provide a copy of

Corp.

, 125 F.

1989)

Snead v. American Export, 59 F. R.D.

Isbrandtsen Lines, Inc.

51 (E.

Lambremont' s Bates Numbers 0027198- 0027201:

Pa. 1973).

*15 Having reviewed the video tape

Defendant Lambremont notes that he will produce
ths article
in camera
ordered by the Cour and that
and

(i .
photographic sureilance
the defendants ' tral
exhbits in the underlying litigation), the Cour fmds
that the fims , whether photograph or video , are of a

substantive natue. More specifically, they may be
used to either prove or disprove the plaintiffs
allegations in the underlyig state cour toxic tort
litigation regarding the condition of Southern Scrap
facilities and the various operations conducted and
materials stored upon or moved about the premises.
Likewise , they may aid in either proving Southern
Scrap s allegations or the defendants ' affmntive
defenses in the captioned RICO litigation. The

tht

of Southern Scrap s claim herein is that the

defendants made a concerted effort to prosecute
baseless and frivolous claims against Southern Scrap
for the purose of extortg settlement fuds in the
underlyig state cour litigation. Because the subject

video tapes and photographic materials

are

substantive in natue , and the same are not otherwse
(FN451 under
available to Southern Scrap,
Chaisson

these are his notes. The Cour orders the defendant to
produce Bates Numbers 0027198- 0027201

as was done in

to the

review

in camera

undersigned Magistrate Judge for

the case of all other

contested

documentation witheld by the defendants.
(3) Ken Stewart' s Privilege Log

Stewart Number 159 on Stewart' s previous privilege
(i.
a letter dated 10-26- 95 enclosing an invoice
representig all outstanding invoices , etc. ), is not
log

included in Stewart' s

80 item submission tendered to
in camera

the undersigned Magistrate Judge for

reView.

(4) The Flemig Group s Privilege Log

Fleming Bates Numbers FSS 007883counel submits ,

, as defense

consists of a copy of a newspaper

artcle which appeared in

the Baton Rouge Advocate

regardig the toxic tort suit against

Southern Scrap.

The artcle consists

of non-protected factual
inonntion, and thus , must be produced. As

these items are discoverable.

FN45.

ths aricle which is Bates Stamped No. 0088516.

148. 150-

Sureilance evidence ,

available only
obtained it, fixes

from the ones who
infonntion available at

a particular time

and place under partcular circumstances

Copr.

previously noted, the mere fact that an attorney is
copied with a newspaper artcle or document does not
mean that the underlyig data or that the document
itself is privileged.
rFN461 Only confdential
communications made with a legal objective are
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La.

not due until July 9 , 2003 , these individuals should
not be treated as " expert" in ths RICO case at all.

privileged.

2003 WL 1787352 *2

Stolzle notes generally that some of these expert
may have or eventually wil render opinons on issues
pertent to the underlyig state cour litigation;
however, in this proceeding these individuals are
presently only potential fact witnesses. Finally,

Flemig Bates Numbers FSS 006792- 95 is a fax

federal RICO lawsuit, Southern Scrap is attempting
scope of discovery
circumvent Louisiana

FN46. See
Cir. 1981)
(E. Tex)

636 F. 2d

Davis.
Robinson.

at 1040-41 (5th

defendat argues that

communcation between plaintiffs

counel

via

article 1424 of the
Louisiana Code of Civil Procedure , which proscribes

regarding expert as set fort in

lawsuit. Mere transmittl or
confirmtion letters , which do not contain any
confdential communcations or attorney advice

orderig the production

opinon or mental imressions , are not

Whereas ,

rFN47 1

here

protected.

, the tranmittl coversheets

contain the opinon and/or mental imressions of

counel ,

document is privileged. However, the
non-protected factual
(i.
must be produced.

the

intat

to

commentig on faxed newspaper artcle regarding the
settlement of

discovery in the

or inpection of any par of a

wrtig that reflects the mental imressions

conclusions , opinons , or theories of an attorney or an
expert.

See

La. Code Civ. P.

art. 1424 . Stolzle

is using this Cour as a
tool in its quest for production of documents and
contends tht Southern Scrap

newspaper article

material otherwse unobtainble in the underlyig

inormtion)

pending

FN47. See American Medical Systems, Inc.
1999 WL 970341 *4 (E.D.La. Dixie Mill
SUTJplv Co.,

(E.

Inc.

, 168 F.

D. at

559

state cour litigation.

Southern Scrap counters that this thd category of
challenged documents are but recitations of purely

factual matters learned from thd parties. The

plaintiff contends that this inormtion is either

discoverable as documents given to testifyg experts
or tht any privilege that may be applicable has been

La. 1996)

waived because the Fleming Group produced such

*16 Flemings Bates Numbers FSS 001779 ,

FSS
00937- 938 , FSS 000067- 68 and 000046-48 must be
produced for the same reasons set fort

imediately

above in subpargraphs a and b. These newspaper

otherwse unprotected factual
(i.
documents/data with comments removed, if any, per
agreement of counsel) are NOT PRIVILEGED.

artcles

C. Purely Factul

Matters are Discoverable

These documents are comprised of investigative
materials , report and opinons of experts who have
), along
testifying experts
been retained (possibly not

with raw data,
maps ,

factul data displays on charts and

and other factual

records , including but not

limited to results of tests conducted on all air, water
soil and attc dust samples taken from various sites in
and around Southern Scrap facilities in Baton Rouge
and elsewhere in the state of Louisiana. Southern

Scrap contends that these factual records , data and/or
documentation is fully discoverable.

Defendant Stolzle contends that these documents are
protected as attorney work product and that he should
not be required to produce copies or disclose the

contents. Moreover, the defendant urges the Cour to
find that uness and until the defendants disclose the
testifing
expert , which disclosure is
names of their

work product"

rFN481

protected documents.

Moreover, defendants point out tht Stolzle and the
other defendants challenge production on the basis of
Louisiana procedural law, notig that the federal
cour must evaluate the claim of work product
(FN491
protection under the rubric offederallaw.

FN48. The Cour has not been informed
which documents were produced by the
Fleming Group to counsel for Southern
Scrap. Absent a record as to the

specific

work product" disclosed, the Cour cannot

properly determe either

the fact or the

extent of waiver of any privilege.

FN49. See
26. 70(7)

6 Moore s Federal Practice , S

(Mattew Bender 3d ed. )(work

product doctre is governed by the federal
standard, even in diversity cases).

As previously discussed, the work-product doctrine
rFN501 is a judicially created imunity to prevent a

part to a lawsuit from receiving the benefits of an
opposing counsel's preparations for trial.

doctre is designed

rFN511 The

to protect the adversary process
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by safeguding the frits of an attorney s tral
of
opponent."
rF521 The part who is seekig the
protection of the work-product doctre has the

prepartions from discovery attempts

were prepared

burden of provig tht the documents

(F531 Notwthtanding

in anticipation of litigation.

the foregoing, work product protection does not
extend to the underlyig facts relevant to the

rFN541

litigation.

work-product doctre is codified
Rule 26(b)(3) of the Federal Rules of

(i.
the existence of a basis in fact for the
underlyig state cour cases fied againt Southern
case

Scrap).

(1) Frederick Stolzle Privilege Log

Stolzle Number 1:

Correspondence between

plaintiffs ' counel , authored by Bruce Kemp and
mailed to co-counel Lambremont and Stolzle , is
protected WORK PRODUCT , rife with mental
imressions and opinons of counel.

FN50. The
in

Civil Procedure.

See

Dunn.

927 F. 2d at 875:

Medical
D.
178, 181 (E.D. Tex.
Schwegmann Wests ide Expressway v. Kmart
Nance v. Thompson

Co.. 173

1997)

1995 WL 510071, *5

Corporation.

Stolzle Numers 3 , 4: These documents are merely
transmittl cover letters , without the appended test
results and do not contain any confdential
communications

mental impressions

or other

protected matters. Accordingly, the documents are
NOT PRIVILEGED and should be produced.

(E.D. La. 1995).

Stolzle Number 5: The Fax Cover Sheet and Cover
FN51.

See generally

Hickman v. Taylor. 329

U.S. 495, 67 S. Ct. 385, 393- 94 (1947) see
In Re Leslie Fay Companies Securities
also
161 F.

Litigation.

D. 274. 279 (S. D.

N.

the remainder of the document consistig
relevant factual data , including a

Co.. 864

Shields v. Sturm. Ruger.

2d 379, 382 (5th Cir. 1989) Guzzino. 174

F.RD. at 62.

Stolzle Number 6: The Cover Letters dated 7and 7-

99 along with Expert Report and Analysis

dates July 8 ,

FN53.

Conoco. Inc. v. Boh Bros. Const. Co..

191 F. D. 107, 117 (W. La. 1998) In re
Leslie Fay Companies Securities Litigation.
161 F.

of 35 pages

map of sample

locations , results of attc dust sampling, TAL metal
lab results , and radiation surey records are NOT
PRILEGED and shall be produced.

Y.1995)

FN52.

Letter dated 7- 12- , along with case narrative and
Chain of Custody Form with intrctions are
PRIVIEGED and need not be produced. However

1999 are protected WORK PRODUCT.

Stolzle Number 7: The Fax Cover Sheet dated 5- 1399 is PRIVILEGED and need not be produced. The
one-page

enclosure consistig of a recitation of lab

results on a soil sample is NOT PRIVIEGED and

D. 274. 280 (S. D. N. Y.1995)

shall be produced.
FN54. See generally Upjohn Co. v.
States 499 U.S. 383 , 395- 96(1981).

*17 The Cour here specifically

United

distiguishes

Scrap. Inofar as documents sought recount

Scrap in the

1999 is

protected WORK PRODUCT.

between the tyes of inormtion sought by Southern

inormtion relevant to the claim againt

Stolzle Number 8: The Cover Letter dated April 23
1999 and Report and Findings dated April 19 ,

factual

Southern

Stolzle Number 9: Histologic analysis and opinon of
Dr. Daniel Perl regarding lung tissue taken from the
autopsy of Mr. Eddie Edwards are protected WORK
PRODUCT.

underlying litigation, whether it is

simly unannotated raw data , test results ,

maps
indicatig where samples were taken from, or a

graphic display of test sample results ,

these factual

tye

discoverable. Ths
underlying factual informtion does not fall within

matters are fully

Stolzle Number 10: Correspondence to Mr. Kemp
dated March 24 , 1999 detailing the scope of the work
is protected WORK PRODUCT.

Stolzle Number 14: Cover letter dated July 11 , 1996

, ths factual

hand-sketched map, Report on Microscopic Analysis

informtion goes to the very heart of the defendants
affrmative defenses in the captioned federal RICO

However, Southern Scrap Materials Sampling Data

the work- product doctre. Moreover

dated July 2 ,

1996 are protected WORK PRODUCT.
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Sheet (2 page chart) landscape mode and Southern
Scrap Metals Samplig Results dated 6-23- 96 (1 page

dated 7- 12- , plus same test
need not be produced again.

results). Test results

cha) are NOT PRILEGED and shall be produced.
Stolzle Number 27: Cover letter dated June 26 2000

Stolzle Number 15: Cover letter dated October 22
1996 , Fax Cover Sheet dated 10- 29- 96

and Report of

Results dated October 17 , 1996 are protected WORK
PRODUCT. However, the Southern Scrap Materials

and Narative Report dated 6-26-00 are protected
WORK PRODUCT. However, Radiation Surey
dated 6- 19- 00 (1 page) and the Draft TAL metal test

results (14 pages) dated 6-26- 00

Sampling Data Sheet, Baton Rouge , La. (2 pages) is
NOT PRIEGED and shall be produced.

PRIVILEGED and shall be produced.

*18 Stolzle Number 16: Correspondence between
plaintiffs ' counel discussing households with lead
poisonig is protected WORK PRODUCT.

20-96 are protected WORK PRODUCT.

are NOT

Stolzle Number 28: Cover letter and report dated 3-

Stolzle Number 17: Handwritten

pages and

comments noted are protected WORK PRODUCT.
However, Maps of Zip Code 70805 , Soil Sample Test
Results dated 9-20- 95 , LSU Graphic Depicting
Baton Rouge Wind Rose (Anual 1965- 1974)

Stolzle Number 29: Cover letter dated 4-

report dated 4-

96 and

96 are protected WORK

PRODUCT.

Stolzle Number 30: Cover letter and report dated 796 are protected WORK PRODUCT.

are

NOT PRIEGED and shall be produced.

Stolzle Number 31: Same Documents included in
Item Number 14 above.

Stolzle Number 18: Cover Letters dated Januar 20
1996 and January 19, 1996 , the narrative entitled
Map Interpretations of Data " and Fax Cover Sheet

dated December 12 , 1995 with enclosures including
handwrtten notes are protected WORK PRODUCT.
However the 8 chas

graphing attc dust test results

and the attc dust sampling

Stolzle Number 32: Same Documents included in
Item Number 14 above.

Stolzle Number 33: Same Documents included in
Item Number 15 above.

results dated December

1995 are NOT PRILEGED and shall be produced.

Stolzle Number 34: Same Documents included in
Item Number 26 above.

Stolzle Number 19: Fax cover sheets are protected
WORK PRODUCT, but test results dated 1- 31-96 are
NOT PRILEGED and shall be produced.

Stolzle Number 35 ,
and 15 above ,

Stolzle Number 20: Fax cover sheet with notations
and Report dated March 20 , 1996 are protected

36 , 37 , and 38: Data charts

portons of which were included as part of Items 14

are NOT PRILEGED and shall be

produced.

Stolzle Numer 55: Letter dated

WORK PRODUCT.

April 15 , 1997 is

protected WORK PRODUCT.
Stolzle Number 21: Non-Fastig Blood

test results

for lead (2 pages) are NOT PRIEGED and shall
be produced.

Stolzle Number 56: Letter dated September 29 , 1995
is protected WORK PRODUCT.

Stolzle Number 22: Un-executed Contractor Service
Agreement is protected WORK PRODUCT.

Stolzle Number 57: Letter dated September 22 ,
is protected WORK PRODUCT.

Stolzle Number 24: Fax message regarding house
95 is later addressed under the
section captioned " ALR Customer " and " CLR

Stolzle Number 60: Letter dated September 12 , 1995
is protected WORK PRODUCT.

testig dated 12-

1995

*19 Stolzle Number 61: Letter dated September

Customer " below.

6

1995 is protected WORK PRODUCT.

Stolzle Number 25: Cover letter and Report dated
1999 are protected WORK PRODUCT

Stolzle Number 62: Letter dated August 31 , 1995
addressed to all " Residents" of a Nort Baton Rouge

Stolzle Number 26: Same Document. as Item

Neighborhood is NOT PRILEGED and shall be

July 8 ,

Number 5 above

(i.

fax cover sheet and cover letter

produced.
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is NOT

Test Results dated December, 1995
PRIEGED and shall be produced.
Stewar No. 42 ,

43 , 44 (previously # ' s 57 , 58 , 59):

Anotated client lists are protected WORK

Stolzle Number 73: Correspondence to Mr. Grayson
1998 discussing strategies is
protected WORK PRODUCT.

PRODUCT and plaintiffs have already been advised
of the names of the clients.

Stolzle Numer 74: Correspondence of Mr. Rastanis
to Dr. George dated November 3 , 1995 discussing the
report of Dr. Ronald Gots is protected WORK
PRODUCT.

Southern Scrap Materials Sampling Data Sheet is

dated Augut 5 ,

Stewar Nos. 41 and 45 (previously # ' s 60 and 61):

NOT PRILEGED and shall be produced.
Stewar No. 50 (previously # 65): Sample testig
31 , 1996 is NOT

result data sheet dated January
Stolzle Number 79: Memorandum from Ken Stewart
1995 discussing the DEQ notification
regarding the St. Thomas yard is protected WORK
PRODUCT.

PRILEGED and shall be produced.

dated June 14 ,

(2) John Lambremont, Sr.'s Privilege Log

Stewart No. 54 (previously
March 7 ,

# 84): Letter dated

1997 is protected WORK PRODUCT.

Stewart No. 55 (previously

# 88): Letter dated

August 31 ,

Bates Numbers 0089024- 31 is protected WORK
PRODUCT. However, Fax Transmittal Cover Sheets
are discoverable.

1998 along with enclosures are protected
WORK PRODUCT.
Stewart No. 56 (previously # 90): Test Results of
Soil Samples dated May 11 , 1999 is NOT

Bates Nwners 087481- 515 consistig of client lists
with annotations regarding each is protected WORK
PRODUCT.

Bates Number 0088190 consists of correspondence
between counsel for plaintiffs in the underlyig state
cour litigation, discussing tral strategy and mental
imressions. It is protected WORK PRODUCT.
Bates Numbers 0012561- 656 and 0013095- 96:

PRILEGED and shall be produced.
Stewart No. 57 (previously # 91): This Document
consists of a Narrative Report by ETI and a Narrative
Report of Results dated November 7 , 1996 and both
report are protected WORK PRODUCT.
*20 Stewart No. 58 (previously # 92): Informtion

and sample surveys are protected WORK
PRODUCT.

Defendant withdrew his objections to these items.

Stewart No. 70 (previously # 115): Defendant has
(3) Ken Stewart' s Privilege Log
Stewar No. 20 (previously # 89): Memorandum
dated March 10 , 1999 discussing case strategy is

failed to show how ths list of individuals identifed
by Caller Identification is protected work product
and thus , it is NOT PRILEGED and shall be
produced.

protected WORK PRODUCT.

Stewart Items Previously Numbered 83 , 85-

Stewart No. 32 (previously # 76): Fax cover letter
dated 7- 11- 96 sent by Keith Part without remarks
but enclosing 10 pages of air sample test results is

, 93-

114 , 116- 119 , 124. 126 and 128 are not included in
Stewart' s 80 item submission tendered to the
undersigned Magistrate Judge for

in camera

review.

NOT PRIVILEGED and shall be produced.
Stewar No. 36 (previously # 45): Unexecuted
document which purort to be a Report of Patricia

Wiliams ,

Ph.

, an expert consulted in a wholly

unelated matter number 89- 23976 on the docket of

the Civil District Cour is

protected WORK

The Cour here notes that if and/or when anyone or
more of the defendants' or the plaintiffs ' expert are
designated as trial

(i.

testifyng) witnesses , their

report and all of the material fushed to them by
counselor utilized by them in producing their reports

shall be produced to opposing counel fortwith

without any fuher delay. Ths ruling

PRODUCT.

and

obtains

whether the designation of such an expert be as either

Stewart No. 39 (previously # 50): Attic Dust Sample
Copr.

a fact or an expert witness. This is so
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factul testiony elicited ITom such an expert will
necessariy relate to their parcipation in the
underlyig case or cases as an expert witness. In
other words

discovered and the expert cross-examied thereon.
" marchig orders " are reasonable
and fair, the lawyer and his client have little to fear.
If the orders are in the natue of telling the expert
what he is being paid to conclude , appropriate
If the lawyer s

, their tral testiony wil inevitably

touch upon matters which the partes , both plaintifs
and defendants ,

discovery and cross- examiation thereon

now claim are protected by privilege.

be the consequence. Such

Testiony of such expert at tral, even as to factul
matters , would necessariy waive both the attorney-

should

ruling is most

client privilege , to the extent such matters were

consistent with an effort to keep expert opinon
testiony fair, reliable and with the bounds of

disclosed , and any work product protection that is

reason.

fFN 561

presently claimed.

Rule 26(a)(2) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure governs the disclosure of expert testiony
and the Advisory Commttee Notes to the 1993
Amendments clarify the intent of the disclosure
requirement: " The (expert) report is to disclose the

other

data and

by the

information considered

expert.... Given this obligation of disclosure , litigants
should no longer be able to argue tht materials
fushed to their experts to be used in formg their
opinons--whether or not ultimtely relied upon by

TV- 3.

FN56.

(S.

Inc..

194 F. R.D. 585, 588

Miss. 2000).

*21 Given the plain languge of Rule 26(a)(2) inter
alia the distrct judge affrmed the Magistrate
Judge s ruing denyig the defendats ' motion for a
protective order and orderig full disclosure.
fFN57J
In

In re Hi-Bred

238 F.3d 1370

International. Inc..

(D. C.Cir. 200l) , the Federal Circuit cited the
decision with approval and observed that:

TV-

privileged or otherwise protected

the expert--are

ITom disclosure when such persons are testifyig

or

FN57. See id.
at 589 (holdig that the
Magistrate Judge s ruling was neither clearly
erroneous nor contrary to law).

being deposed. " (emphasis added). In other words

Rule 26(a)(2)(B) and the

the plain language of

accompanyig Advisory Commttee Note mandates
the disclosure of any material, factul or otherwise
that is shared with a testifying expert, even if such
material would otherwse be protected by the work
(FN551
product privilege.

The revised rule proceeds on the assumtion tht
fundamental fairess

infonntion supplied

requires disclosure of all
to a

connection with his testiony.
FN55.

See

Karn v.

D. 633. 635

Rule 26(a)(2)(B)

(N.

Ingersoll- Rand,

168

Ind. 1996) (holding

trmps the

work product

doctre and establishing a " bright line "

testifying expert in
Indeed ,

we are quite

unable to perceive what interest would be served
by penntting counsel to provide core work product
to a testifyg expert and then to deny discovery of
such material to the opposing par.

fF581

rule

by which partes know in advance what is
FN58.

F.3d 1370, 1375 (D.

(W)hen an attorney fushes
work product--either factual or containig
(D. Md. 1997)

the attorney s imressions-- to (a testifyng

expert), an opposing part is entitled to
discovery of such communication.
C.F.
Oil Refining v. Consolidated Edison Co. of
171 F. D. 57 (S. D. N. Y. 1997)
NY..
(followig
Karn, supra).

In

In re Hi-Bred International. Inc.. 238
Cir. 200l)

discoverable and cours are relieved ITom

having to detennne what documents or
portons of documents are discoverable);
Musselman v. PhillfJs.
176 F. D. 194, 202

TV- , Inc.

v. Royal Insurance Company of

America the Cour noted tht:
When an attorney hies an expert both the expert'

compensation and his " marchig orders "

can be

The Federal Circuit fuher specifically held that the
attorney client. privilege , to the extent such
communications were disclosed, and any work
product protection are waived by disclosure of
confdential communications to a testifying expert.
fFN59 1

FN59. Id.

It is not clear on ths record which of the defendants
experts have already testified or wil in fact testify in
the underlyig proceedings. Additionally, the parties

in this proceedings have not yet

Copr. (Q West 2003 No Claim to Orig. U. S. Govt. Works
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witnesses who will testify on their behalf at the tral
in the captioned matter. Moreover, considerig that
these proceedigs only recently advanced to the
of the commencement of discovery depositions , the
record does not yet demonstrate the full extent of the
disclosures made to any testifyg expert. Absent a

bri

proper record, disclosure to a

be the basis of orderig

testig expert cannot

waiver of the attorney-client privilege in ths matter.
Moreover, the Flemig defendats highlght the facts
tht the newsletter was not circulated to potential
clients and that the copy obtained by Southern Scrap

was mailed

to a
rFN611

proceedigs.

plaintiff in the underlyig

production.

The newsletter sets

FN60.

fort the

D. Lambremont' s Vintage Documents

followig, to wit: " NOTE: Ths newsletter is

Southern Scrap refers to items listed on John B.

between clients and attorneys in connection
with ongoing work in your case. Keeping

considered privileged
Lambremont, Sr. s Privilege Log which comprise Tab
6 of his

in camera

submission, to wit: Bates Nos.

0075835 , 007586 , 0075871 , 0075944 , 0075955
0075978 , 0075982 , 0076003 , 0076081 , 0076242
0076456 , 0076463 , 0076614 , 0076674, 0076738 , and
0076146. Southern Scrap argues tht the above
enumerated documents bear dates between one and

six years prior to the intitution of the fIrst lawsuit.
Essentially, Southern Scrap contends

these documents were not created

that because

ths in mind, please use

communcation

this newletter for

your infonntion and refrain from sharing it
with anyone not a plaintiff in th case. Ths
newsletter is published as a couresy and
contain confIdential inonntion that would
nonnlly only be revealed in attorney- client
conferences. See Reply Brief (Rec. Doc.
No. 197 at Exhbit "

during a time

frame with which " a real and substantial possibility

of litigation" existed , they cannot properly be
categoried as work product. A review of these
documents , which appear to be

handwritten research

notes

Reply Brief (Rec. Doc. No. 197

See

at Exhbit "

the attorney

belies plaintiffs

contentions. Most of the documents bear dates in
1994 , and quite a few refer specifIcally to underlyig
lawsuits fIed. againt

FN61.

Southern Scrap

by

plaintiff/client name. The documents are protected
WORK PRODUCT.

The attorney- client

privilege exists to

protect

confdential communications and the attorney-client
relationship and may be waived by disclosure of the
communcation to a thid part.
rFN621 However
inadvertent disclosure to

thd part mayor may not

constitute a waiver of the attorney- client privilege;

that determnation depends on the facts
disclosure.
JF63)

E. " Scrap Notes

The publication " Scrap Notes " was the vehicle
utilized by the defendants to advise clients of the
progress of their cases againt Southern Scrap in the
underlying proceedings. Southern Scrap suggests that

FN62.

of the

Alldread v. City of Grenada. 988

2d 1425 (5th Cir. 1993)

simply because it somehow came into possession of a

copy of this infonntional pamphlet bulk mailed to
clients , that the attorney- client privilege has been
waived as to all of the

Southern Scrap

topics discussed therein.

urges the Cour to order

production of all documents related

the

FN63.

Id.

at 1433- 1434:

see a/so

Myers v.

City of Highland Vilage. Texas. 212 F.
324. 327 (E. Tex. 2003).

to the topics

discussed in " Scrap News.

Whle it is not clear how counsel for Southern Scrap

*22 Defendants Fleming & Associates , LLC and
George Flemig fIed fonnl reply on this issue.

came into possession of the client newsletter,

Fleming denies that " Scrap Notes " which on its face

waiver. The memorandum is very clearly

purort to be a confdential attorney- client

communication rFN601 was mailed to anyone other
than clients. Essentially, the Flemig defendants

contend that the simle

fact that a thd part

somehow became possessed of a copy of an issue of
its client newsletter , does not, in and of itself, effect a
Copr.

(Q

the

submissions to date do not militate in favor of fInding
and

obviously an attorney- client communication. Based
upon the facts known at this time and considering the
criteria set fort in the Fifth Circuit' s decision in
Alldread v. City of Grenada.
988 F.2d 1425 (5th
Cir. 1993) rFN641 the undersigned Magistrate Judge
fmds that the client newsletter is protected by the
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attorney- client privilege.
FN66.

Lainbremont did not actully sublnt

FN64. The five-part test adopted by the Fifth
Circuit, under which consideration is given

the document for in camera review ,

to all of the circumtaces suroundig the

would supplement.

notig

that he was unble to fmd the document, but

disclosure , includes the followig factors , to
wit: (1) the reasonableness of precautions

taken to prevent disclosure; (2) the amount

FN67.

of tie taken to remedy the error; (3) the
scope of discovery; (4) the extent of the

disclosure; and (5) the overriding issue of
fairess. Alldread.
988 F. 2d at 1433 (five-

109 F.

Garvev.

(N.

Kaufmann. 768

Hodf!es. Grant

H. Miscellaneous Stolzle Log Items

Hartford Fire Ins. Co.

part test adopted from

v.

See

2d at 721.

D. 323. 332

Cal.1985)

*23 Stolzle Numbers

43 , 44 , 45 and 46 are

simly refer to the division of work
in a case. These documents are NOT PRIILEGED
documents which

fully discoverable and shall be produced.

fFN681

F. Becnel Communcations
Southern Scrap disputes that Document No. 2 on the
Stolzle Privilege Log can possibly be considered
work product. Southern Scrap highlights the fact that

the letter dated September

13 ,

1999

(i.

Jr. ,

I. Letters to Reverends

one of Southern Scrap

attorneys. The Cour agrees that no matter how the
objection must be
OVERRULED.
document is NOT
arguent is pared, defendants '

PRILEGED ,

at

after the

underlying litigation was filed) and is addressed to
Daniel E. Becnel ,

FN68. See citations of authority set fort
Note 40 and accompanying text.

The

contains no

privileged inormtion

fFN651 and shall be produced.

Stolzle Numbers 80
, and 83 , letters to various
reverends in the communty, regarding utilizing local
church facilities for client meetings , constitute neither
attorney-client communications nor protected work
product; they are fully

discoverable and shall be

produced.
FN65.

See

Note 40 and accompanying text.

G. " ALR Customer " and " CLR Customer
Southern Scrap

disputes the privilege claimed by

from
either ALR Customer or CLR Customer, which items
appear on the Stolzle Privilege Log at Tab 24 and on
the Lambremont Privilege Log at Tab 5 (Bates No.
0029761- 62). fFN661 As Southern Scrap aptly points
out, the defendants have not identified these partes
designated only by the title " ALR Customer " and
CLR Cutomer. " The bUrden of demonstrating that
the inormtion contained in the document constitutes
work product" is the defendants , who are claimng
the privilege. Only after the cour is convinced that
the subject document is protected " work product,"
does the burden shift to Southern Scrap to show that
the materials that constitute work-product should
nonetheless be disclosed.
fFN671 Accordingly,
Stolzle No. 24 and Lambremont (0029761- 62) are
fully discoverable and shall be produced.
defendants with respect to wrtings to and/or

Copr.

Accordingly and for all of the above and foregoing
reasons , the Cour issues the following orders.
IT IS ORDERED tht:
(1) Southern Scrap Material Co. , LLC , SSX , L.c.

and Southern Recycling Co. LLC's Motion for
Maintenance of Privilege over various documents
submitted for

in camera

review (Rec. Doc. # 188)

is hereby GRATED;

(2) The Stolzle Defendants' Motion to Sustain
Attorney- Client and Work Product Privileges (Rec.
Doc. # 187) is hereby GRANTED IN PART and
DENIED IN PART, all as more specifically set
fort herein above;

(3) The Fleming Defendants ' Joint Motion to

Sustain Work Product and Attorney/Client
Privileges (Rec. Doc. # 189) is hereby GRANTED
IN PART and DENIED IN PART , all as more

specifically set fort

herein above;

(4) Ken J. Stewart' s Motion to Sustain the Privilege
on Documents Produced for

In Camera

Inpection

(Rec. Doc. # 198) is hereby GRANTED IN PART
and DENIED IN PART, all as more specifically set
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fort herein above; and

(5) Defendat John B. Lambremont , Sr. et aI's
Motion to Sustain Work Product and Attomey-

Client Privileges. (Rec. Doc. # 186)

is hereby

GRAED IN PART and DENID IN PART, all
as more specifcally set forth herein above.

2003 WL2l4745l6 (E. La.
END OF DOCUMENT

Copr.
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